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THE TERM REVIEW 
So They Say 
A perspective view of student activity 
within the University of Queensland from 
1957 to 1963 tells a remarkable story, a 
story which might be prefaced with the 
words: "What follows is purely fictitious, 
only the names have been changed to protect 
the innocent." Despite the rather gloomy 
popular conception that "student apathy is 
ever-increasing"', year after year, one gen-
eration of pessimists has been succeeded by 
another. In 1959, Dan O'Neill scalded the era 
of Harold Love v/ith the words: "There was 
verily no god but Union, and Semper was its 
prophet" In 1961, John Daiton, among the 
last of the O'Neill crowd, told us that 
students were becoming increasingly "other-
directed" and that in effect, the Renaissance 
O'Neill had sought in 1959 to replace "the 
false-hearted Renaissance of 1957" had died 
a premature death. Significantly, Harney 
and Daiton left their last student function 
together with the words: "The first shall be 
last, and the last shall be first" 
Today many others have arisen to claim 
either that we are on the verge of a further 
cultural Renaissance or oppositely that they 
are the last "true University students'*. The 
difference of opinion rests largely with the 
group with whom the critic feels a sense of 
loyalty. Certainly it is true that year after 
year, there are" only a small cell of activists 
exerting an influence on a great bulk if dis-
interested students. However, the member-
ship of the group is constantly in flux, and 
as each generation is succeeded it contributes 
something to the collective heritage of the 
University. 
What is perhaps the great tragedy of 
the last six years, is that new leaders have 
chosen to disseminate their talents from old 
institutions and rather to eremite new and 
short-lived institutions. Thus the talent 
capable of maintaining Galmahra has been 
channelled in The Makar and The Political 
Strdent Instead of I'evitalizing the Arts 
Association, student leaders have chosen to 
create new empires such as the English 
Societif, the Geoc/raphij Societij, or the Free 
Thought Society. Instead of preserving the 
Political Science Club as a strong organiza-
tion, new leaders have built a new A.L.P. 
Club and a Liberal Activists' Club. 
There are just as many students today 
with a sense of the University as there were 
in 1957, 1959, or 1961. Although particular 
ambitions die out with particular groups, 
activity continues. Don't think for a moment 
that Humphrey McQueen is the first' student 
to have been suspended for outspokenness. It 
happened many years ago to P. R. Stephen-
son and quite recently to Dan O'Neill. Don't 
think that Scoop was created out of 
All that happened was that a combina 
genius in John Helman and Tony 
chose to compete with, rather than revitalize 
the then active Review Company. As with 
the companies of Shakespearian London, one 
grew from the other's ashes. 
Why we popularize misconceptions, is 
because of our limited perspective. Students 
who have never read the Sempers of 1958 
will unhesitatingly proclaim those of 1961 
as superior articles. In one sense they will 
be justified, but in another they will fail to 
realize that what has changed is a diffei'ence 
in talent and ideals. Many groups exist 
today, powerless to resolve their personal 
jealousies or incapable of combining their 
individual loyalties. Thus McQueen criticizes 
the Union, the Union criticizes McQueen and 
never the twain shall meet to realize that 
they share a common objective. Scattered 
throughout the student community are many 
cells of activists, all of whom believe them-
selves to be alone in their championship of 
the ideals of-a "true university". 
The pity of this situation is the eternal 
compromise which is made by individuals. 
They choose possible objectives rather than 
those objectives which are their real desire. 
A university is an attitude of mind rather 
than a physical reality. Unfortunately, the 
lifetime of the undergraduate is too short to 
reinforce a sense of identity with a common 
attitude. Attitude depends too largely on 
personalities who are replaced within a short 
period of time. It takes most student leaders 
the best part of three years to appreciate the 
means by which they can manipulate student 
opinion. This leaves them one year in which 
to gather disciples before they pass out as 
graduates. 
The strength of the University prior to 
the last few years was that it recorded its 
progress in terms of a few institutions—the 
Union, Semper and Galmahra. By neglecting 
these institutions to the benefit of new ones, 
the continuous pattern has been distorted. 
In this issue of Semper, although we have 
initiated a new form, we have kept is as a 
number of Semper Floreat. In this issue we 
have refused to compromise with our ideals 
in the belief that there are sufficient students 
among you to accept critically our endeav-
our. We believe that you are interested in 
this type of publication, that you are not 
"hollow men", nor are you altogether "other-
directed". 
It is for you to answer: "It couldn't 
happen here." 
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Comments 
Identity Cards 
Enthusiasm, Energy and Initiative 
B. J. GOLDBERGER WRITES: At the Union Council 
Meeting on 14th March, t)ie President of the Utiioti was 
asked: "To whai extent was tiie Union informed of the 
University's intention to issue student identity cards and 
what action was taken by the Union.'"' The President. Mr. 
Douglas, replied that the Union received the same informa-
tion as that contained in the sheets given out with the cards 
from the Administration. He also said that ^t a subsequent 
meeting between tiic Registrar, the Hon. Secretary and the 
\'ice-Presidcnt of the Union, the Registrar "had not given a 
specific answer" to the Union's questions about the adminis-
tration of the card system. The Council was also informed 
lliat the Union was iirst informed of the proposal to intro-
duce the cards in August last year. 
The above is a precis of the Council's deliberations on 
this matter taken from its minutes. Not a single voice of 
protest was heard from any of the thirty-one Councillors 
present at the meeting. Instead, Council quickly proceeded 
to such vital matters as who should convene this year's .Miss 
University Ball. 
Yet, if the Council regarded the issue as unimportant, 
some 350 inen)bcrs of the Union, who attended a protest 
meeting on 22nd March, seemed not to agree. But the Union, 
the protector and guardian of students' interests, did not call 
the meeting; it was called by the A.L.P. Club. It was sug-
gested by Mv. Douglas at this meeting that the Union was 
caught by surprise on the Card issue, since they were intro-
duced by the Administration during the long, vacation, when 
Council was in recess—had it been otherwise, something may 
have been done. 
It is my submission that the Union is no longer capable 
of influencing University policy, whether such policy affects 
students' inierests directly or indirectly. Tlic Union has in-
creasingly become bogged down in a bureaucratic quagmire 
which rivals that of the University itself. 
The three main objectives of the Union, as stated in its 
Constitution, are— 
(!) To afford a recognized means of communication 
between the sludents and tlie University authorities; 
(2) To represent the students in all matters affecting 
their interests . . .; 
(3) To organize all gatherings of students . . . . 
llic card issue demonstrates that the Union has failed 
miserably in carrying out all of its functions. And the Union 
will continue to fail—because its student members cannot be 
troubled to ensure that only people of enthusiasm, energy 
and initiative are elected as their representatives. The 
members of the present Council lack all three of these 
qualifications. 
Bulgaria 
African Students Flee 
BEV. KINGSTON WRITES: Since February this year 
some 300 African sludents have left Bulgaria rather than 
endure the open hostility of the Bulgarian government and 
people. Most of the Africans had been studying in Bulgaria 
under scholarships provided by the Bulgarian Government in 
co-operation with African national governments. Conditions 
In Bulgaria had become so impossible that the students 
preferred to surrender their scholarships in the hope that 
they would be able to resume" their studies elsewhere, but 
preferably, according to most of them, in countries that do 
not have "socialist governments'". 
The trouble in Bulgaria had been brewing for some 
time. On arrival, students found poorer living conditions than 
e\-cn their worst fears had led them to expect—"four in a 
room which was only 14 by 9 feet, with four beds and one 
table in the middle with a chair cither end." Their scholar-
ship allowances proved to be totally inadequate to cover 
food, books, clothcsj etc.^  When they brought this to the 
notice of the authorities, It was pointed out that they were 
receiving more than Bulgarian students who never-the-less 
were living at home and who did not have to completely fit 
themselves out with winter clothes. 
As well as these material considerations there were even 
more unbearable problems arising from Bulgarian hostility or 
lack of tolerance or understanding where African students 
were concerned. The African students were frequently jeered 
in the street, called "black monkeys", or advised to go back 
to their jungles and eat their bananas. They had difficulty in 
being served in restaurants and for one of ihem to show any 
interest in a Bulgarian girl was to invite a brawl. All these 
insults and the general intolerance passed unnoticed in official 
circles where to recognize it would also be admitting another 
Haw in the Communist system, viz. that it is as wide open 
to racialism as any capitalist system. 
It was not until ihc African students began to organize 
themselves into an All-African Students'_ Union that any 
oflicial interest was shown in their activities. It was feared 
lliai tliere were political motives in organizing the Union, 
motives which pointed at the Bulgarian Government. In 
actual fact these fears were completely without foundation. 
•\frican students all over the world are very conscious of 
their Africanism. Pan-Africanism has been one of the major 
driving forces behind the attainment of national indepen-
dence for African states north of the Rhodesias. This Pan-
Africanism has become evident in the growth of the image 
rf the "African nations" in world affairs. 
There has been a steady growth of what has already 
been recognized, particularly in France, as a distinctive 
"African culture'*, exemplified in the magazine The Drum. 
Africans overseas lia\'e shown a ready tendency to submerge 
their newly-acquired and hardly-understood national differ-
ences in a form of Pan-Africanism, particularly in the face 
of insistent racialism. It was this fact that the Bulgarian 
Government failed to perceive or understand when it forbade 
the foundation of the All-African Students' Union. Formerly 
unions on a national basis of African students had been 
encouraged because it had been found that these were con-
venient avenues for Communist indoctrination. {The Afri-
cans say that for the first twelve months that they were in 
Bulgaria, they did nothing except learn the language and 
attend indoctrination courses in the history of the Soviet 
Communist Party and the Bulgarian Communist Party.) 
When the All-African Students' Union was formed to 
link up the various African national groups, its president. 
Tctlch Tawiah of Ghana, was called before the Minister of 
Education and told that he would have to disband the 
Union because it was against the "principles" of Bulgaria. 
The authorities would not be convinced that nothing sinister 
was planned by the Africans. Before long, Tawiah was issued 
with an expulsion order from the University for reasons 
which were open to question. Three days later he was 
ordered to leave Bulgaria within 12 hours. African students 
demonstrated against the order and demanded an interview 
with the Prime A'linister Tlicy were assured that this would 
be granted, but before it was, the hostel where the students 
were living Avas surrounded by police and two arrests were 
made. 
The remaining students determined to pack a bag each 
and to march down Lenin Street to the Ministr)*- of Educa-
tion, demanding exit-visas and plane fares home if the two 
students who had bcftn arrested were not released. There was 
another riot in Lenin Street. More arrests were made. Since 
then African students have been leaving Bulgaria under their 
own steam. Nothing has been heard of the students who 
were arrested. 
The Bulgarian incident is no isolated case. For several 
years African students returning from Soviet-bloc countries 
have had similar stories to tell of their O\TO treatment in 
those countries. The CommXinists can supply the very neces-
sary technical education but insist on also sufipjying a solid 
ideological background. The African students are the poten-
tial leaders of their countries and represent the most intelli-
gent and ardent of African and Pan-African nationalists. 
Where African nationalism clashes with Communist ideology, 
the ideology most frequently goes by the board. On the 
other side, the Communists have found that the sort of 
thinking and the actions inspired by African nationalism 
point out new weaknesses in the Communist, system; at this 
stage the system can ill afford to have fresh weaknesses 
exposed. 
Nationalism which is also fired with racialism is perhaps 
the most potent underiying force in the modern world. In 
the Bulgarian incident this force was also Identified with the 
right to academic if not intellectual freedom. While there is 
no case that can be made for the Bulgarian authorities, the 
African students seem to have won their point. It js a pity 
that it will probably still go unheeded. 
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and civilization has been raised in status and now forms the 
basis of a new Faculty—the Faculty of Oriental Studies. 
The Faculty provides for three separate specialist 
schools, namely Far Eastern Specialism in the emphasis on 
CLUB SPOKESMAN WRITES: At the 26th Council of China, Far Eastern Specialism in the emphasis on Japan, 
N.U.A.U.S. in February 1962, it was resolved that each '"'"'^  ^ South-East Asian Specialism in the emphasis on 
constituent should hold a referendum concerning the Austra-
lian Immigration Policy. Queensland delegation voted for the 
motion. At the Union Council meeting on Isi March, 1962, 
Bob Greenwood mo\ed that Queensland should hold such a 
referendum, witli the suggestion that it be held in conjunc-
tion with the Annual Elections. 
Indonesia and the general .Malaysian area. 
In the Far Eastern Specialisms students study both 
Chinese and Japanese. Depending on where the emphasis 
lies, they talce three units of Chinese and two units 'of Jap-
jHiese, or two of the former and three of the latter. In the 
5outh-Ea.si Asian Specialism students take three units of 
Ken Bowes, the then Hon. Secretary, objected on the Baha.sa Indonesia and Malay and two units of Javanese-
grounds that the aims of the Union were to represent the . '""^ .^ ''^ '"' there are approximately 30 students in all 
interests of students, "with the exception of politics, religion taking Chinese, approximately 40 taking Japanese, almost SO 
and sport.'' Peter Bray opposed Ken Bowes, There the 
matter stood until the next Council meeting on 29th xVIarch. 
Bob Greenwood said he supported the policy of a-polit-
icisin of the Queensland Union, but he did not consider tlie 
distribution of a questionnaire on W.A.P. a departure from 
this policy. He said the opinions expressed would not be the 
findings of the Union Council. "It is important that students 
taking Bahasa Indonesia and Malay, and about 10 taking 
Javanese. No previous knowledge is presumed when a student 
commences a course—all begin witii the vcry basic ground-
work of the language. 
The full three-year course in Chinese includes both 
modern and classical Chinese. The course in modern Man-
darin aims to develop a practical skill and an active com-
should have a way of expressing opinion, but the distressing mand of the Chinese language as spoken and written today, 
thingwas that they did have a way which was not in their with the first year wholly devoted to basic language study. 
best interests." (A reference to "Student Action".) Classical Chinese is introduced later and students read a 
Mr. Hulme suggested that Council leave the matter selection of classical and medieval texts composed by China's 
until it was aware of the contents of the questionnaire. great philosophers, historians, essayists and poets. 
Ken Bowes then pointed out that an investigation into Knowledge of the Japanese language enables the student 
student opinion would be made, and no matter' who con 
ducted the survey, the Union would be held responsible for 
the results. He said attention had already been drawn ,to 
Student Action, which had attracted great publicity, and 
resulted in several members of the Executive being inter-
viewed by the Commonwealth Secret Intelligence Organiza 
to appreciate what is said, thought, and above all, written 
by the Japanese, one of the most progressi\-e and vital 
peoples of Asia. During the first year the basic colloquial 
style only is spoken and read. A fourth year honours course 
is provided, covering modern and classJscal Japanese, and 
here some lectures take the form of seminar periods during 
tion. He suggested that the survey be run by the Union, to which students obtain guidance in producing iheir own ren-
ensure that it was run properly. The matter was left on dcrings of hitherto untranslated works and preparing them 
the table until 12 /^/ July 
At the Council meeting on that date, Mr. Greenwood 
withdrew his 5-month-old motion, and said that after seeing 
the questionnaire, he had decided that it was outside the 
jurisdiction of the Union. -
Mr. McFarlane, of the Staff Association, urged that the 
matter be discussed, as it had been thoroughly debated in 
Tasmania. Victoria and New South Wales. He said if the 
Union did not conduct the survey, somebody else would. 
Mr. Johnson said it would be impertinent to presume 
-that the University wns a cross-section of the coipiininity. 
and for the Union to suggest to the Federal Government 
that it had something to say that the elected members had 
not thought of. 
ft apparently had not occurred to Mr. Johnson that 
University students, because of their close contact with Asian 
students, were in a unique position where their voices should 
be heard. Mr. Rocsser made the point that the W.A.P. 
affected students, and recommended that the Union ascertain 
in a form suitable for publication. 
With Bahasa Indonesia and Malay the emphasis is laid 
on Bahasa Indonesia, the national language of Indonesia, as 
a modern language and is designed to give the student com-
petence in the basic skill of speech, reading and composition. 
The third j'car is de\'otcd principally to the study of texts 
in the so-called classical Malay, and other older forms of the 
language. Javanese is a course in the literary language ac-
cepted as standard since the .seventeenth century. 
In order lo acquaint the student with .Asian culture. Wvc 
special cour.sc.s are presented. The introductory course in 
Oriental Civilization, for whicli there arc .•ipproximalcly 40 
studcnis enrolled, gives a general survey of the social forces 
which moulded the states of the Orient. The principal coun-
tries dealt with are China. Japan and India and tlie course 
integrates the civilization of the various countries into the 
Avidcr picture of Asian history and worid history itself. In 
the more ad\'anccd second and third year courses the student 
is offered a choice between a Far Eastern and a South-East 
the opinion of students, without being involved in a political Asian spcciiilization. The Far Eastern courses deal in some 
manner. detail with the history, institutions and thought of Cinna and 
Mr. McFariane said that by deferring action in the Japan. The South-East .Asian course deals with liidoncsia 
matter, the Union would prevent the securing of a nation- and the continental countries of the area, In both regions, 
wide opinion. apart from political history, emphasis is also given to archae-
Bob Greenwood replied that this would be so; originally ologv. literature, philosophy, art, rcligioii and anthrolopogy. 
he felt very strongly that the matter was a-political, but There are approximately 20 student slaking the Far Eastern 
since the Victorian branch of the A.L.P. had taken up the courses, but less than five (.'?) taking the South-East Asia 
matter, it had become a political matter! He therefore course. 
withdrew the motion. Much has been written about China, Japatt and Indon-
Tlic Restrictive Immigration Policy has been a very esia by European scholars, which has not yet been translated 
vexed question, both on the local and national level. Contra- Into English, Thus, to make use of these books, one has to 
dictions In policy have been the order of the day since 19S4, be able to read in the original and honours students taking 
and had resulted in the fiasco of the 1959 N.U.A.U.S. Far Eastern Specialisms have to pass a reading test in both 
Council meeting. It seemed that after last year. Queensland French and German, while these taking the South-East 
seemed to have wiped Its hands of the matter, regardless of Asian Specialism have a reading test in French and Dutch, 
whether it was Irresponsible on their part or not. All students ein-olllng for a language major in the faculty 
It must come as a .shock, therefore, that the Union has must, during their first year, follow a course In General 
decided to conduct a survey on our Immigration policy Linguistics which aims at giv'Ing the student a thorough 
sometime next term. Just where does the Union stand.'' Introduction' to the mechanism of language. 
Three points of interest about the Faculty of Oriental 
Studies are— 
A • (I) The tremendous variety of universities from which the 
. i ^ V S l d . various members of the staff hold degrees. The* following 
universities arc represented—Stockholm, Ntinking, Cam-
bridge. London, California. Hong Kong, Peking. Indon-
esia. Keio, Fribourg. Paris. Naples, Lennain, Natal, as 
well as Sydney. Melbourne and the Au'stralian National 
Universitv Itself. 
Need To Understand 
OUR CANBERRA CORRESPONDENT WRITES: 
The article on the need for Asian languages, in Semper 
Floreat Vol. 33 No. 1, prompts the following notes on the (2) The predominance of female students over male 
opportunities for the study of Asian languages within the 
Australian National University. 
The Australian National University is probably the 
major centre in Australia for the study of Asian languages 
and civilizaticn. Tlie University, as is probably well known, 
consists of the School of General Studies for undergraduate 
studies, and the Insritute of Advanced Studies, beinp the. 
students. 
(3) The fact that out of a total enrolment this year of 
approximately SO. more than half of these are pursuing 
honours courses. Certainly in no other Faculty within 
the School of General Studies is there such a high pro-
portion of honours studeiUs, 
The job opportunities facing graduates from a compara-
post-graduatc and research section of the University. Within tively specialized Facully as Oriental Studies arc. as they 
the School of General Studies, the study of Asian languages exist today, somewhat limited. With regard to secondary 
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school teaching of .Asian languages a vicious circle appears to 
exist throughout Australia. At various times State education 
authorities have claimed that the demand docs not warrant 
their introduction to the curriculum and even if It did, they 
would be unable to recruit sufficient qualified teachers. How-
ever, given the introduction pr a profwsed date for the intro-
duction of any of these Asian languages, there lies the 
incentive for some to Icam' these languages for a teaching 
career. 
It is well known that the R.S.S.A.I.L.A. in Queensland 
supports the Introduction of Asian languages to the second-
ary school curriculum. Support for this course has now come 
from the Ass(x:iatcd Chambers of Commerce of Australia in 
a decision to urge all State education authorities to teach 
Malay and Japanese in .schools, made at its 59th annual 
conference in April this year. It is to be hoped that a joint 
approach by the R,S.S..A.1.L.A. and the Queensland Cham-
ber of Commerce to the Director-General of Education in 
Queen.sland may result in at least the knowledge of what the 
future holds as regards the leaching of Asian languages in 
Queensland secondary schools. 
Queensland has made some \'er>' definite steps forward 
in language study in the introducrion of Italian to the sec-
ondary school syllabus and the introduction of Russian at 
the University. These are perhaps auspicious omens for the 
opportunities for Asian language study to be made available 
to either secondary SCIHX>1 stuclents or university students in 
the near fuiurc. 
Issues 
U. S. Base 
Kennedy's Ghosts 
ROBIN HOWELLS WRITES: Now that the Initial 
excitement over the U.S. Naval Base at Exinouth Gulf has 
subsided a little, it piay be possible to examine the new 
situation more calmly. Both Right and Left have attempted 
to make political capital of it—the Right attacking more 
cllicienily and more loudly—but the question of which party 
attitude'Is justified can be decided only by considering the 
implications of the base ItseU. 
The base is at present envisaged as a radio-communica-
tions centre. It will cost an estimated 70,000,000 dollars and 
ils funcrion will be to communicate with what Mr, Menzies 
calls "United States' and allied ships": this includes Polaris 
missile-carrying submarines. It has a Very Low Frequency 
transmitter, since only V.L.F. radio waves will travel the 
required distance, a maximum of 4,000 miles, under water. 
With relation to the missile submarines, the base will serve 
two functions, each vitally Important. Firstly, It \vlll provide 
a radio "fix", upon which the Polaris submarine is dependent 
for accliracy on target. Secondly, it will relay the fatal order 
from Washington—to fire on Russia or to fire BACK at 
Russia—which will destroy the worid. 
And make no mistake: the worid will be destroyed. 
Each Polaris missile alone carries the equivalent of half a 
million tons of T.NT'.. not to incnrion the resultant radio-
activity when it Is exploded, dealing out slow, rotting death. 
Thus each Polaris submarine, with 16 missiles on board, 
carries 8 million tons equivalent of T.N.T.—more than was 
used in the whole of Worid War Two. Wc can be falriy sure 
that there will be enough to go round. 
The value of an underwater missile-firing device, such as 
a l\>laris submarine, is that It is invulnerable to attack. This 
appears to mean that we have a ju.stification for the Balance 
of Terror: the argument is that we have a genuine, deterrent 
or second-strike weapon, one that cannot be destroyed by a 
Russian attack, and thus stands as a warning to them that 
wc can still strike back whatever they do. BUT, It is no use 
havuig a ^^ 'capon that remains unharmed if it becomes quite 
useless. And this is precisely what will happen. The first 
thing to go in a nuclear war will" be iand missile bases and 
land communicalion centres. Exmouth Gulf,, and a few 
hundred people in and around it, will immediately become a 
smokiiig crater. This means that no radio "fix" will be avail-
able for the submarine; and its Polaris missiles, not very 
accurate even under perfect conditions of "fix", firing, riming, 
etc.. will become in practice guideless and therefore useless 
.'IS a tactical weaixan. 
Personally,^ I can sec literally no serious advantage, for 
Australia accruing from the base. 
(1) It will not help our defence. It simply is an invita-
tion for Russian attack. It no more obliges the U,S. to come 
to our aid in a conventional war than ANZUS or SEATO 
do. Present American policy indications are that Polaris sub-
marines will not be for sale to her allies, and thus .the utility 
of the base to our own system of defence is limited. It is. 
argued that the Exmouth Gulf base is necessary as part of 
the "world-wide" U,S. defence system. On this point we have 
already shown that Polaris submarines are essentially as 
much first-strike weapons as land-based missiles, thus the 
U.S. might just as well install such missiles. Somewhere else, 
preferably. The second question is the more general one of 
whether we are prepared to accept any or every^ American 
decision on our defence without^ question, litis is well 
brought out in a very good article in Nation of 23rd March, 
and is covered in my next point. 
(2) Two sections again. Firstly, by accepting all such 
•American decisions—as Mr. .Menzies is willing to do—with-
out question, we will seem to be, in the eyes of our political 
neighbours in Asia, little more than an. American satellite in 
foreign policy. Is this desirable? Wehave only to look back 
to last year, during one of Australia's rare excursions into 
foreign aflfairs, to find a case where U.S. and Australian 
interests did not coincide: the Indonesian occupation of Wesl 
Irian. The U.S. is primarily concerned with retaining friendly 
relations with Indonesia in order to persuade it into the 
Western bloc. To do this it is quite prepared to turn a blind 
eye to such aggression as that in West Irian, while Australia 
is extremely apprehensive and concerned about such 
behaviour. 
Secondly, I regard the wishes of the United Nations— 
any directive being the expression of a majority of the 
nations of the worid (or at least of a majority of the major 
powers In the case of the Security Council)—as more impor-
tant than those of the United States, The proposal for a 
Nuclear-Free Southern Zone was sponsored at the U.N. by 37 
nation.s, and carried by the General Assembly. Australia, by 
accepting the U.S. base, has not only violated the U.N. 
request; she has also been the first country In the Southern 
Hemisphere to be given the choice. Given a unique chance 
10 be Influential in this Hemisphere, to set a moral example,^  
we have failed miserably. We learned on the 7th of this 
month that France has oflicially announced plans for an 
atomic and missile base in the Pacific on the atoll of Mur-
aroa, near Tahiri. A number of Pacific countries, including 
New Zealand, have protested to Frante on the proposal. Will 
.Australia be in any position to protest? 
.And what if Russia offers Indonesia atomic weapons? By 
making wariike statements about Indonesia—public compari-
son of naval strengths, etc.—and then acquiring a base for 
the controi of nuclear weapons on our own soil, we have 
practically invited Indonesia to do the same thing. Will we 
lia\c any moral grounds whatsoever to base our anguished 
protest on? Or will we have to admit that this Is exactly 
how we have behaved ourselves. 
Of course, we are also increasing the risk of destructlon-
by-accident. .Apart from this, there are two main points to 
be made against the whole concept of nuclear deterrence and 
the "balance of terror". One is that every nuclear test adds 
more radioactivity to the atmosphere, produces more harmful 
substances such as strontium 90 and carbon 14, causing 
leukaemia, deformed and idiot births, etc., in increasingly 
greater numbers of the population. It is obviously foolish, to 
say the least, to continue with, a pojicy that involves slow 
genetic destniction of the human ra'c^ e. The other point is 
made quite ably for me by the President of the United 
States, Jack Kennedy, at a recent Press conference. He Is 
speaking on the iinportance of gaining a test-ban treaty: 
"I am haunted by the feeling that by 1970, unless wc 
are successful, there may be ten nuclear powers instead of 
four, and by 1975, 15 or 20. I regard that as the greatest 
possible danger and hazard." 
Malaysia 
A Mere Beginning 
JAMES ONGKILI WRITES: A fair amount of writing 
has now been done on the above subject, that any Intro-
duction will mean dreary repetition. For one thing, it is 
absurd to say that the proposed federation has been hushed 
up, or to hold that Malaysia is a novel concept; for the 
whole idea was on the horizon immediately after Hiroshima, 
and similar unions include Canada, South Africa, and Aus-
tralia—not to mention the Irish Republic. What is important 
is the fact of situation and time. The two together form 
Malaysia in embryo and thereby determine the immediate 
future of the South-East Asian scene. 
To unite^ that strategic Continental appendix, Malaya, 
lo a substantially big slice of Borneo poses Httle problem on 
the surface. The two areas have by and large common cul-
tures, peoples, languages and idiosyncrasies. Above all, both 
have loathed and relished the same Western influence. With-
out being any less fallacious than Socrates, one might even 
suggest th^t Indonesia wants West New Guinea because it 
formerly belonged to the Dutch and therefore Malaya covets 
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the Borneo pic because the last belongs to the British. Vet 
in spite of this, there have arisen problems indeed for 
those directly responsible for steering the "ship of Malaysia" 
on an even keel. 
Politically, the S2% Malay plus tribal population will 
have to be quite prodigious not to be soon outnumbered by 
the more geometric progressing Chinese, now 38%, if the 
popijlatlon expedient must remain true within Malaysia. 
Obviously the 80% Chinese of Singapore have tremendous 
advantage over the Bornean natives in this regard. Quite 
apart from the purely ethnical side, the political aspect of 
thus expedient means that Malaysia is earmarked for coun-
leriiig the .spread of communism in South-East Asia. It I.s 
from this aspect that the bigger riddles have emanated. First 
there came the Philippines and in her languid wake followed 
Indonesia. 
Articles -and appraisals in journals and other publica-
tions give more than sufficient reasons and suggestions for 
these two Asian counterparts In meddling wilh the Malaysia 
issue. Most of these have been derivatives of first-hand 
knowledge of what Is actually happening; or more often than 
not, they are brilliant academic treatises on an issue hardly. 
If not ever, soundly assessed unless viewed and approached 
from the Asian angle. To give just one Instance, J. G. Dunne 
in that mar\-cllous Time weekly wrote in the cover story last 
week (12th .April) 1963): "By far Malaysia's most complex 
and festering problem Is the simmering racial hostility 
between the new nation's Chinese and .Malay populations." 
Complex and festering Indeed. But to say that the prob-
lem Is simmering Is misleading to the mostly naive readers: 
and to say that there is hostility Is a whole lot of nonsense. 
On the other hand, Jerry Schecter, who In spite of being on 
a first visit, travelled over, and had a glimpse of, Sarawak. 
Brunei, and North Borneo, was able to present the real 
outer provinces of Malaysia—even to. the extent of "camp-
ing in a longhouse with bare-breasted giris who gently tip 
cups of sweet rice wine to your lips" (Publisher's letter. 
Time, ibid.) and knowing "Chinese tycoons control North • 
Borneo's booming young timber industrj^ and Sarawak's vast, 
rolling pepper gardens." 
The Philippine claim to part of North Borneo is older 
than the Malaysia plan, but that does not mean it therefore 
has more validity. The reverse may prove true. As far as 
one can ascertain, the Sulu sultanate came under the suz-
erainty of the Spanish until the last century; while in 1885 
Spain herself relinquished all lands in Borneo that might 
have formerly been under the sultanate. The current claim 
is thus diiblous, if not altogether ridiculous. More persistent 
pressures from Manila may also mean ;;he recently-elected 
•Macapagal government going over the board. In any event, 
the peoples in North Borneo have voiced plainly that they 
will he the last lot_ to accept any form of rule by their 
pirailcal Easteriy neighbours. 
Indonesia's contribution to the bigger riddles Is interest-
ing. One thing is almost certain: all the recent hullabaloos 
between her and Malaya amount to a lot of bunkum. There 
is no such thing as a "policy of confrontation." If anyone 
does not know who started It, the answer is Reuter, A..A.P.. 
and not excluding the B.B.C. The nationalist phobia attri-
buted to Indonesia is embarrassing, Indonesia never had, and 
Is not likely ever to have, expansive ventures along the Mal-
aysian frontier any more than the Philippines have. The 
confroiuatlon rot was the "exhibit !'•' of a reporter who as 
usual has to live by the adage "It rained yesterday, there-
fore It will rain today." It might have rained in West New 
Guinea; but to say that the same situation applies with the 
present Indo-Malay juggle is wishful thinking. That sensa-
tional side of the jeabusly-guarded freedom of the Press has 
in effect led sentimental President Sukarno by the nose. You 
see, Press and radio can be impressive and vindictive, but 
they can also be damning. 
Malaysia Is a mere beginning. Few will realize that the 
new power-politics In South-East .Asia will for the rest of 
this century dominate the scene. Without being too idealis-
tic, we in Australia may do well to note that Malaysia, the 
Philippines, and Indonesia have enough in common to war-
rant a larger merger in the event of a really grim threat to 
the whole area. 
Oil 
Labor's Policy 
JOHN .A. C. MOORE WRITES: Labor policy pn oil 
is particularly lacking in any semblance of practicality or 
even of ordinary good economic sense. Proponents of this 
policy show a singular lack of patriotism, as an exposition of 
this policy in its fundamentals, and a supplementary analysis, 
will illustrate. The policy, stripped of its superficialities. Is 
tlie adoption of one of two courses: (1) outright national-
ization of all oil production and oil exploration, and (2) 
a drastic reduction in monetar>' returns to private oil 
producers. 
. .Apparently the framers of Labor policy have not con-
sidered fully the catastrophic consequences for the Australian 
economy of this drastic action which they propose to take. 
The^  most obvious result of this plan would be to drive 
foreign investors right out of this country. One must not 
forget that Investors are not blundering fools running blindly 
to iheir destruction. They are very wary of where they place 
iheir money. I^'hey have a right o^ expect, and this country 
has the duty to give them, a rent for .•ibillty. Has not Labor 
heard of this, fundamental doctrine nay. law, of Economic 
Rent? The ability for whicli rent should be paid Is. in this 
case, that uf bringing much-needed capital Into a country as 
yc'i (iitable to provide for itself in this respecl. 
It should .seem obvious to even the most untrained ob-
AcTviiv that Australians have not, as yet, been able to provide 
the necessarily large funds es.scntial to oil exploration and 
production from either the public or private purses. If It 
were not for overseas investment wc would still not ha\e 
found oil In commercial quantities and Labor should realize 
the tremendous debt of gratitude we owe these overseas in-
vestors who arc willing lo take a great gamble on this 
country's future We could all do well to remember thai only 
a small proportion of search activities have paid olT or wilt 
pay off, 
.\'oxt. wc must consider the tremendously Impcrtaiu part 
which oil plays in defence not only Iu fuelling production 
and transport at home but also In the fast mobile columns 
of niodeni warfare. One has only to kK)k at ihc enormoui^  
fuel requirements of Patton's Third and Montgoiner\'V 
I^ Ighth .Armies to sec the irutii of this. To me it seeing 
ridiculous to kill this important defence industry and. in s<» 
doing, alienate the only friendly nation which might have 
the resources to transport oil to Australia in time, of emer-
gency. Either Labor docs not realize this or does realize it 
but is indifferent to the welfare of this nation, caring only 
to nationalize as muoli Industry as possible. 
Further, we should realize that repatriation of earnings 
constitutes only a small drain on the .Australian economy 
when compared to the Injections which accrue from pay-
ments to .Australian factor stippliers. To my mind there is 
absolutely no justification for the proposed action. 
f leave my readers with this quesfloii: Have the Trades 
and Labor Councils and the Australian Labor Party the 
right to restrict the future growth of this nailoii. already 
growing, and with such tremendous growth-poicntialP* 
Spain 
Vengeance is Mine 
R. B. WRITES: Brief mention was made in our 
papers that at the order of General Franco, Julian 
Graimau was tried and executed for offences allegedly 
committed during the Spanish Civil War. During this 
war, Graimau was head of the Barcelona Criminal In-
vestigation Department. At the end of the war, when 
the Republicans were finally defeated by the better" 
equipped Fascist rebels, Graimau fled the country. In 
1954 he returned to Spain, having been elected fo the 
Central Committee of the Spanish Communist Party 
whose headquarters are outside Spain. He was arrested 
on November Sth, 1962 and, because he was injured 
while trying to escape, his trial was postponed tilf 
April this year. He was arrested for "crimes committed 
during the war" by the side for which he was fighting, 
and for "subversive activity from 1954-62". Although 
it was first decided that the latter activity should be 
punishable by thirty years imprisonment, the charge was 
altered to "prolonged military rebellion" which is pun- . 
ishable by death. 
This was not only unjust but a political blunder. It 
may be argued that Franco's Government had the right 
to imprison Graimau for subversive activity from 1954-
62, but to try the man for "civil war offences" which 
could not be directly imputed to him was an unjust 
and unwise act. The Civil War is something the people 
of Spain want to forget. The' atrocities committed by 
both sides are well known. Even those who are still 
oppressed in Spain would never want "to see another 
war with all its hatred and chaos. 
What could have provoked Franco to bring the war 
so glaringly to the minds of his own people and of the 
rest of the world? Graimau was accused of having 
organised strikes amongst the workers. Since the Civil 
War, striking has been forbidden in Spain, although 
Franco is said to have become more lenient in recent 
years. Was this execution meant as a warning, as some 
sort of example to the people? It can only be inter-
preted as the action of an frresponsible or a desperate 
man. It would appear that the prophesy of the Spanish 
philosopher, Unamuno, has proved correct, "You will 
win because you have more than enough brute force. 
But you will never convince; for to convince you. need 
what you lack: Reason and Right in the struggle". 
Editor's 
Diary 
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Englishmen are everywhere con-
vinced that the Bible has two parts: 
Milton's 'Paradise.Lost' and Handel's 
'Messiah'. For those Christians who 
find it necessary to be forever in 
church, the social atmosphere of a 
local performance of this latter work 
provides a welcome break from the 
oridered boredom of God in the sub-
urbs. Standing for the Hallelujah re-
places standing for the Gospel. Few 
religious practices are as objection-
able. If the performance is a good 
one the beauty of the moment is 
spoilt by the shuffling, coughing and 
purse and umbrella dropping that 
this move occasions. If the perform-
ance is a bad one standing simply 
reveals a lack of musical appreciation. 
When Mr. Grice conducts the com-
bined voices of the Lady Druids an,d 
Lota Lesbians to the alternatively 
belated and premature accompani-
ment of one organ and half an 
orchestra, standing should serve only 
as a prelude to walking out, To 
those Anglicans, who so religiously 
• attend and who so ungraciously stand 
it is necessary to point out just what 
it is that is being Hallelujahed. In 
reply to "Why do the nations so 
furiously rage together?" we learn 
that "the kings of the earth have 
conspired against the Lord" who 
"breaks them with a rod of iron" 
and "dashes them in pices like a 
potters vessel" "Hallelujah" cry the 
devout choristers as monarchs (our 
own included?) are indecorously de-
throned. 
It is a curious fact that so much 
which goes to make up Australia 
cannot be Refined positively, but 
only in terms of opposition to the 
wowser, that person who is so de-
void of the greater virtues that he 
makes up for their lack by a con-
tinuous denunciation of little vices. 
Professor Inglis of Canberra fell 
victim to the prejudices of these 
little men when he mailed a copy of 
'Songs Miss Lily White Never Taught 
Us' to a colleague in the United 
States. 
One has only to be human to 
know what these songs are about. 
One has only to be alive to know 
some of them by heart. For who, as 
a schoolchild has not paid sixpence 
for a handwritten copy of one of 
these songs, or a penny to read them? 
'Obscene, indecent and blasphem-
ous' was how the prosecutor .described 
them. The charge of Blasphemy can 
hardly be taken seriously today, but 
what of obscenity? 
What a comment it is on the 
twentieth century that we talk quite 
calmly about the possibility of a 
world war but cannot mention the 
important, if not vital, group of 
human activities dealt with in these 
songs, without fear of fine or im-
prisonment. 
Echoing Burke, one can say that 
vice loses half its evil by losing all 
its grossness. By confronting life in 
a bold and unconfused way such 
songs exorcise the 'dirtiness' of sex, 
and testify that gustiness and honest 
bawdery are the allies of decency 
an,d great art. 
Nobody can say that the Church 
of England does not try to keep 
pace with our society. The last ten 
years have seen it hard.at work giv-
ing its image facials and new hair-
dos. It is ready to hold special 
services for car ralliers and pony 
fanciers. It will bless tennis racquets, 
golf clubs, anything. It will bring in 
jazz bands to rock and roll parish-
ioners towards salvation. It will 
organize thanksgivings for Top 
directors who have taken over or not 
been taken over, it does not matter 
which. It has a public relations de-
partment, which might soon call in 
one of the bigger advertising agen-
cies to put Dr» Ramsey—a fine sub-
ject if properly lit—on all those 
hoardings left vacant by estate 
agents. 
Yet, its dignitaries still ask one 
another, 'What is wrong?' Until 
recently this was always done over 
port and brandy. Occasionally, some 
rural priest would write a letter to 
the Tinies making loud critical re-
marks not always in the best of 
taste, almost as if he had been 
brought up as a Middle Eastern 
carpenter or fisherman instead of an 
English gentleman. All this was be-
fore the Bishop of Woolwich blew the 
gaff and declared himself to be the 
first High Anglican Secularist. He is, 
of course, a few years too early. 
But I have no doubt that the day 
is not too far distant when the 
Church of England will be devoting 
its massive " organisation towards 
nothing else but arranging Ban-the-
Bomb Marches, anti-apartheid dem-
onstrations and other forms of purely 
Humanist endeavour. All this will 
come to pass, providing we remem-
ber that the Church of England 
would rather you attack thirty-eight 
of its thirty-nine Articles of Faith, 
than one thirty-ninth of its income. 
come oefore we can securely estab-
lish Queensland arithmetic or 
Queensland French, but the position 
is very different with poetry. Liter-
ary critics and academic aesthetlc-
ians already talk all kinds of non-
sense about French painting and 
Russian novels, so why should we 
sell ourselves short? An,d even if 
there isn't any Queensland poetry 
this is no reason why we shouldn't 
finance a study of writing about It. 
The appearance of this special 
Semper calls to mind the efforts of 
other editors over a period of thirty-
three years to produce a newspaper 
worthy of a University. I am re-
minded of a quotation from Sir 
Thomas Browne's Urn Burial: "We 
thank them for the services they 
rendered these counties and, forget-
ting past mischiefs, we mercifully 
inter their bones, and pisse not on 
their ashes." 
A NEW EASY METHOD 
...ANDITS FREE! 
In a lengthy report of Dr. Duhig's 
death the Courier-Mail failed to 
mention his lifelong association with 
Rationalism. This omission was no 
doubt, in the spirit of de mortuis nil 
nisi bonum, but surely the greatest 
insult that can be offered to a man's 
memory is the suggestion that al-
though he possessed great intellectual 
learning, if he had really known what 
he was about, he'd have been one of 
us. If a man is anything he is what 
he believes in and struggles for. The 
thing which distinguishes man from 
the beasts is his ability to think. 
The thing which distinguished Dr. 
Duhig from his fellow men was his 
power to think widely and deeply and -
his courage to express these thoughts. 
No matter how unpopular such be-
liefs may be no one has the right 
to strip a thinking, critical human 
being of his intellectual convictions 
an,d present him to the public as 
some sort of medical automan. Dr. 
Duhig's work as a Doctor can only 
be understood as the work of man 
convinced of the necessity not to 
make Earth a Paradise, but simply a 
better place than he found it. 
"Made in Queensland" is a sound 
label for products, truths or any-
thing else. Our politicians and 
journalists have plainly demonstra-
ted the existence of a special 
Queensland logic, we have a rustic-
ally local brand of education, and 
thero is no reason why we should 
not, in all subjects, have the study 
of Queensland truths in preference 
to the imported article. "There are 
bound to be pockets of unpatriotic 
resistence which will have to be over-
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R. H. .S. Grossman, in one of the pieces in 
his ''The Charm of Politics", complains that in 
a symposium conducted by Oxford Philosophy 
Dons in the early 1930s the participants consid-
ered that they had adequately refuted Marx by 
closely examining the meaning of a few of his 
theses with the criteria offered by the current 
Oxford uses of English and finding them incon-
sistent with one another. 
Attacks of such a nature continue to be 
mounted against "Linguistic Philosophers": they 
are usually reinforced with the accusations that 
such philosophers . . . have cut themselves off 
from the great issues of our times; have made 
philosophy such a technical and arid subject that 
it is impossible for all but professionals to follow 
in all its intricacies; have acquiesced In all the 
injustices and tyrannies of this world by advocat-
ing some form of intellectual relativism; are nit-
pickers. This list is not complete. 
It is probably not unfair to note that the 
most vehement, widest-circulated and hence most 
damaging of these attacks usually come from 
people who have attended one symposium or 
acknowledge that they may be wrong, for they 
really know little of what philosophers are in fact 
doing. (This may be the motive for including the 
complaint that philosophy is now a study for the 
expert.) * 
For a defence, I do not propose to try to 
refute any of these charges explicitly, but to give 
an oudine of what some Linguistic Philosophers 
think that they arc doing and to suggest thereby 
that the criticisms are either irrelevant, or un-
founded, or just plain wrong. 
Few would wish to dispute that language 
plays an important, even central part in man's 
. life as a whole (try to imagine us all dumb and 
without any written language to get the full im-
pact of this proposition). Even fewer would wish 
to deny that language in some form is indispen-
sible to the communication of thought. Why, 
then, should anyone wish to claim that an inves-
tigation of the criteria used to appraise the uses 
of language (truth, falsity and meaningfulness) is 
cut off from the main issues of life? (What are 
these, anyway.'' In many critics' cases it seems to 
be iheir own favourite hobby-horse, whether this 
be Marx or God or F. R. Lea vis or whoever.) 
The Linguistic Philosopher's concern is with 
what makes language meaningful, and thus with-
drawing the boundaries about what count as legit-
imate moves in our communication of ideas. This 
is reasonably clear, but the results achieved so 
far are by no means so obvious, especially since 
it seems that the number of theories of meaning 
is limited only by the number of active philos-
ophers at any one time (or at least this is the 
impression gained by a brief glance through the 
learned journals and lists of books new and forth-
coming). Perhaps it is best to be rash and claim 
that four main criteria of meaningfulness have 
been suggested: common sense; positivism;- use; 
and transcendentalism (an idiosyncratic term of 
mine which I will try to explain in due course). 
G. E. Moore is famous as" the philosopher 
of commonsense and perhaps his most famous 
claim is that he was not at all puzzled by the 
world itself but was considerably puzzled by 
what philosophers said about it. Considering 
that his philosophical career began in the heyday 
of British Idealism, a school which was in-
clined to make such announcements as, "there is 
only one fact—-the whole universe", this is 
neither a surprising nor an unhealthy attitude* 
We need only to remind ourselves that, if the 
paper on which we are writing is whitCj then we 
would normally want to claim that it is a fact 
that this piece of paper is white, in order to see 
that the Idealist is making a most unusual 
claim in the guise of a perfecdy commonsense 
looking piece of language. Moore proposed that 
we should believe that what commonsense says 
about the world is right and that if we come 
across some proposition at variance with it then, 
however plausible this may seem, it must be 
fundamentally unsound. Unfortunately, it seems 
to be none too clear either what the views of 
commonsense are or that they are the sole 
repository of a true world view. Nevertheless, 
Moore does teach us to be wary of philosophical 
pronouncements of the more speculative kind 
and warns us, quite validly, not to assimilate 
their sense to that commonly born by the langu-
age in which they are proposed. 
Under the heading of positivism I propose 
to assemble, somewhat uncomfortably, Wittgen-
stein's Traciatus, Russell's works on logical 
atomism and A, J. Ayer, as the best, or most 
unspoken, examples. The wodd and language are 
thought of as ultimately consisting in Simple 
Things in certain relations which are expressed 
by Logical Names picturing the world through 
the .logical form in which they are combined. 
From this view it is a short step to the formu-
lation of some sort of "verification principle" 
which claims that a statement is only meaning-
ful insofar as it posits a state of affairs which 
either does or could possibly exist in fact. Again, 
ihis seem.s to be a mis-hit since the position itself 
is none too clear (nobody has succeeded in say-
ing what a Simple Thing or a Simple Projjosition 
would actually be nor succeeded in giving a 
formulation of the verification principle suffi-
ciendy precise to be of any practical value) and 
the claims made for it are once again too large. 
While we can reject, "this surface is both red 
and green all over" as meaningless because it 
describes no possible state of affairs, it is not so 
clear whether and how verification or possible 
states of affairs arc relevant to the meaningful-
ness of, for instance, ethical statements siich as 
"killing innocent people is evil". Again a criteria 
is offered which is sometimes useful. 
The great exponent of the slogan that mean-' 
ing is use is Wittgenstein in his later works, 
particularly his "Philosophical Investigadons". 
He would be aghast first at my fathering this 
slogan on him and second at my temerity in 
trying to expound any philosophical position, 
let alone his, In a few meagre sentences. His 
important contribution is to see that meaningful-
ness of our statements is both generated by, 
and, to an extent, determined by the fact that 
language is used by men in society—he insists 
unrelentingly that describing a language is de-
scribing a way of life. Wc must not expect to 
find that all our concepts have meaning as a 
proper name has a bearer, but rather that lang-
uage is mused meaningfully by people in situa-
tions so that our philosophical puzzles can be 
clarified by detailed examination of the contexts 
in which they occur and resolved by painstaking 
description of the relevant circumstances. Thus, 
when a sclendst is tempted to claim that our 
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tables and chairs are not really solid since the 
amount of space in them is relatively much 
larger than the amount of atoms we point out to 
him that this talk is o.k. for the laboratory but 
hardly transferable to life where solidity is pri-
marily decided by whether our hands and feet 
can pass through the surface of-an object. 
Effective as the procedures employed by 
this inelhod of philosophizing may be, and there 
is some reason for claiming successes, especially 
in the field of problems raised by .scepticism and 
.solipsism, it does seem possible lo ask questions 
about U'/iy certain central concepts (say, 
''penson", "substance", "casuality") are mean-
ingful, as distinct from questions about how 
they are meaningful and what are the limits of 
their meaningfulness. This is where the trans-
-jendenialist.makes his contribution to linguistic 
philosophy. Crudely, the answer given by these 
philosophers (led by Strawson in-"Individuals" 
and Zinkernagei In "Conditions for Description") 
is that such concepts must be meaningful and be 
meaningful in certain specific ways because 
otherwise our whole conceptual structure would 
be Impossible. This Is to say, for Instance, that 
wc must be able to talk about persons as amal-
gams of physical and psychical entities, and as 
other than ourselves before we can talk about 
someone's being bald, in pain, unhappy etc. The 
label "transcendental" I have (l think) used in 
a new way in this article. I wish to use it this 
way because it seems to me that there is a 
trend to use this method of argument, originally 
employed and named by Kant, transcendental 
deduction, in specifically linguistic contexts. This 
trend Is recent and one of the less fully worked 
but apparendy richest of contemporary lingu-
istic philosophy. 
The point of this purblind gallop through 
the philosophic strawberry patch is to suggest 
that investigating meaningfulness is an Import-
ant activity seriously attacked by people who 
have a legitimate claim to be called philosophers 
(apart from the fact that they tend to hold 
appointment in the Philosophy Departments 
of Anglo-Saxon Universiues) since It Is basic to 
our attempts to produce a valid world picture 
that we should do this in meaningful state-
ments and know that we have done this. 
Stalin 
J, P. RICHARDSON 
Ten years have passed since Stalin died, 
yet his ghost lingers on. Al l attempts to ex-, 
orcize his spirit have failed. His memory has 
been denounced and reviled by his one-time 
devotees, his cities re-named, his statues 
destroyed, his body reinterred. Yet the impact 
for good and evil which Stalin made in Russia 
was so great that from his unmourned grave 
he still casts a shadow on the life of the 
people he ruled. Only the very young have 
never lived under his rule. In school and uni-
versity, factory and farm, on platform and in 
print he was proclaimed to be the leader of-
humanity. the successor of Lenin, who with 
unerring wisdom was guiding the Soviet people 
to the chosen land. The hardships of the 
people were depicted as necessary sacrifices, 
the brutalities and terror of the purges as just 
retribution against the class enemy. In this 
paean of praise the present Russian leaders 
were among the most prominent. This close 
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involvement of many of them with Stalin has 
of necessity muted the tone and scope of their 
revalatlons. It has been left to a younger and 
less involved generation to push probing 
questions further into the anatomy of Soviet 
history. How, in a socialist country, could one 
man achieve dictatorial power? What struct-
ural defects permitted the hideous carnage 
of the purges.? What reforms and guarantees 
are necessary to prevent a repetition of these? 
What were the present leaders doing during 
the Stalinist period? 
It is impossible yet to form a rounded, 
well-balanced and objective assessment of 
Stalin, even if this were desirable, which it 
•is not. Since his present detractors were 
among his most vocal supporters there is not 
more reason to belive their present state-
ments than their previous ones. One can 
merely try to sketch out a picture of the man 
who remains as enigmatic in death as he was 
in life. 
Joseph Djugashvili, later Stalin, was born 
in 1879 in Georgia, son of a poor cobbler. 
His studies of the Orthodox priesthood at the 
Tiflis Theological Seminary had the salutary 
effect oip converting him to Marxism. From 
1900 he was an active revolutionary and from 
1904 was a member of Lenin's Bolshevik 
faction of the Russian Social-Democratic 
Labour Party. 
Unlike nearly all the leaders of Bolshev-
ism Stalin was never in exile abroad though 
contrary to common belief he went abroad 
on two brief visits, once to Stockholm and 
again to Vienna. His continued presence in 
Russia, despite three periods of deportation 
to Siberia, meant that in contrast wi th the 
overseas exiles he was in continuous contact 
wi th the underground movement and was able 
to build up a fund of personal contracts and 
organisational experience. There was both be-
fore and after the revolution tensions between 
the exiles and the revolutionary underground 
in Russia. Stalin was one of the few leaders 
in the latter category, a fact which was to 
stand him -in good stead. 
Stalin's standing in the Party before 
1917 has been a matter of much controversy. 
The assertion that he was Lenin's, lieutenant 
is sheer nonsense. On the other hand Stalin 
was never the obscure nonenity he is often 
stated to be. He was a member of the Central 
Committee of. the Party in 1912, he wrote 
the Bolshevik policy on the vital question of 
nationalities, he was editor of Pravda in 191-7, 
and was a member of the seven-man Political 
Bureau charged wi th planning the revolution. 
Though he was not regarcted as one of the 
major leaders of the Bolsheviks he neverthe-
less was of considerable importance. In con-
trast with the cultured and brilliant exiles 
like Zinoviev, Kanienev and Trotsky, Stalin 
appeared uncouth and dull . On one occasion 
when he tried to intervene in a theoretical 
dispute he was brusquely told to keep quiet. 
The new nost of General Secretary of the 
Party which was rgarded as bein^ just an ad-
ministrative chore seemed ideally suited for 
him. 
What then cause Stalin's rise to sup-
reme power over seemingly fa? more able 
men? 
First there was the objective situation in 
Russia itself. The country was in ruins, its 
people exhausted from years of struggle and 
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awaiting guidance. Lenin, after his stroke was 
unable to provide this. In contrast with Trot-
sky's programme of revolutionary adventurism 
and Bukharin's gradualism, Stalin after initial 
hesitation offered the programme of "Social-
ism in one country". Whereas Trotsky's pol-
icy would have meant civil war and probably 
world war, and Bukharin's that the suffering 
of the revolution had been in vain, the state-
ment that backward Russia could unaided, 
advance to the highest form of social organi-
sation in the world appealed to both realists 
and idealists, was nationalist without appear-
ing chauvinist. Stalin was able to secure the 
support of the bulk of the Party cadres, except 
In Leningrad, and was able to isolate his op-
ponents one by one. 
Secondly, there was his tactical ability. 
The post of General Secretary was nothing 
when he assumed it but through his use of it 
became the head of a bureaucratic collussus. 
The manoeuvring of his opponents appeared 
clumsy fumbling compared with his adroit 
handling of the situation. 
Thirdly, there was his complete fixity of 
purpose and ruthlessness. The other Commu-
nists, even Trotsky, appeared dillettantes 
compared with him. These policies had both 
their positive and negative aspects. Lesser 
men wished to draw back In the first ardu-
ous phases of the first Five Year Plan and 
collectivisation, but Stalin was not to be 
moved. During the war he provided leadership 
of an outstanding character to the Soviet 
Army, which had been written off by all the 
leading ''military experts" of the west. In 
contrast to the flamboyant yet empty rhe-
toric of Churchill ("We shall fight them on 
the beaches, etc.", the phrase incidentally 
Is a lift from Clemenceau) Stalin's last sen-
tence in every Order of the Day during the 
war "Death to the German Invader" is terri-
fying in its remorselessness. 
The negative aspects are well enough 
known. By 1934 instead of colleagues he had 
sycophants, instead of critics, devotees. Being 
in absolute power he considered all criticism 
as treason and being of a suspicious nature 
found treason everywhere, even among 
Lenin's old comrades. The causes of the purges 
are unknown, but Stalin was probably trying 
to smash every conceivable source of opposi-
tion. After the war the vast centralised 
bureaucracy which Stalin had built became 
Increasingly "a fetter on the means of pro-
duction". Inefficiency and lack of initiative 
threatened to strangle the whole state. 
Economic advances continued but increased 
ithe problems of centralisation. Had Stalin 
lived much longer he might well have been 
overthrown. As it was, the first bout of "de-
Stalinisatlon" occurred in Stalin's own life-
time at the 1952 Party Congress. 
One further aspect of Stalin's career 
needs mention. In contrast to Lenin, Stalin 
blended Russian Nationalism and Proletarian 
Internationalism into a homogenous whole. 
To him the two were not incompatible. For-
eign Communist Parties should subordinate 
their policies to the dictates of Soviet for-
eign policy. In doing so. they would be 
strengthening the world's first Socialist 
State and hence, according to Stalin, further-
ing the revolutionary cause. He could, there-
fore, In good faith, advise the Chinese and 
Yugoslav Communists in 1946 to make peace 
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with their opponents to avoid offending the 
United States which Stalin was cultivating. 
In the turbulent situation after 1945 when 
all western Europe seemed ripe for Commu-
nism, Stalin only encouraged revolution in 
those countries which had been liberated by 
the Soviet army. This was sound policy as It 
prevented imperialist aid for the ruling 
classes but had its corollary that these count-
ries would be subject to Russian control. The 
mistakes made with this policy culminated in 
the counter-revolution in Hungary In 1956. 
Finally, Stalin the man. He is as much 
an enigma to us now as he was to those who 
knew him. Surprisingly colourless in person-
ality and speech he was modest to the point 
of self-efacement in his public dealings. 
There are numerous examples of this. He 
would never sit at the head of a table but al-
ways by the side. At the Tehran Conference 
he insisted on Rooseveldt staying in the Soviet 
Embassy while he moved to a small hut In 
the gardens. When complimented by Churchill 
and Montgomery on his leadership he insis-
ted that all the credit was due to the Soviet 
people. He would much rather listen than 
talk and when he spoke did so very briefly. 
This, however, was for external consump-
tion. The "cult of Stalin" though always dis-
claimed by him in public could hardly have 
existed without his fostering. One feels that 
the humiliation inflicted on him by the intel-
lectuals of the old Bolsheviks left a lasting 
mark. Otherwise it Is difficult to see why 
such a pedestrian thinker should have com-
piled his collected works in fifty volumes of 
which only thirteen were published, and these 
consist largely of Worthless jottings. 
And what of events since Stalin? The 
vast terms financed by the Ford Foundation 
and "Congress for Cultural Freedom" designed 
to show that dictatorship and terror are nec-
essary concomitants of Socialism have been 
shown to be nonsense. The security police of 
the Soviet Union probably impinge less on the 
lives of their citizens than those of the 
United States do. Certainly President Ken-
nedy has greater personal power than Chair-
man Kruschev. The whole trend of govern-
ment and Party policy since Stalin's death 
has been to bring about what a British Labour 
M.P. has called "A new lease of freedom". 
In retrospect- Stalin may well be con-
sidered to have done for twentieth century 
Russia what Peter the Great did for seven-
teenth Russia; to-have, through ruthless drive, 
created a modern industrial State out of a 
-backward peasant economy. 
Einstein 
W. S. WOOLCOCK 
There can be no doubt that Albert 
Einstein was the greatest theoretical physicist 
since Isaac Newton. It was Einstein who 
spoke of Newton as that "brilliant genius, who 
determined the course of western thought, 
research, and practice like no one else before 
or since . . . he deserves our deepest rever-
ence". Those of us whose research is in the 
field of theoretical physics would feel that 
Albert Einstein in his turn "deserves our deep-
est reverence", for the physical theories 
which he developed have had a profound 
effect on modern physics. 
TO 
Einstein's contributions to physics lie in 
three main fields—the kinetic theory of mat-
ter, quantum theory and relatively theory. 
The last Is, of course, the best known, but 
we should not underestimate his contribu-
tions In the first two fields. In the first, Ein-
stein Is best known for his paper in 1905 on 
Brownlan motion in which he predicted, on 
the basis of the kinetic theory, the motion of 
minute particles suspended in a liquid. Sub-
sequent experimental investigations estab-
lished conclusively the molecular structure of 
matter, and verified the basic hypotheses of 
the kinetic theory. Again, after the inaugu-
ration of the quantum theory by Plarek in 
1900, Einstein became a pioneer in this 
new field. His first contribution appeared in 
1905. in the same year as his paper on 
Brownlan motion and his first paper on rela-
tivity—and all this fundamental work was 
done while Einstein was an employee of the 
Swiss Patent Office in Berne! In it he intro-
duced the idea of light quanta or photons, 
and showed that this particle theory of light 
was able to explain the experimental observa-
tions on the photo electric effect, the ejection 
of electrons from a metal by a beam of light. 
In later work he applied the quqantum theory 
to the specific heats of solids and to the 
statistical mechanics of gases. 
But Einstein will be. remembered chiefly 
for his work on the theory of relativity. His 
first paper—on the so-called special theory— 
appeared in 1905, and the special theory has 
become an integral part of the modern 
physicist's understanding of the world. Einstein 
showed that the Newtonian ideas of space 
and time as independent, universal quantities 
must be abandoned, and that time must be 
treated on an equal basis with the three 
length dimensions of space, Thus we conceive 
of the world as a four-dimensional space-time 
continuum, and its geometrical properties as 
postulated by Einstein lead to radically dif-
ferent results \r> mechanics from those pre-
dicted by Newtonian mechanics. The direct 
confirmation by experiment of the predictions 
of the theory has shown conclusively that it 
penetrates deeply into the basic structure of 
our universe. Then, too. Einstein developed 
his general theory of relativity, which Is a 
mathematically complex theory of gravita-
tional phenomena, and showed how it could 
be applied to questions of cosmology. 
Perhaps this briefest of sketches of Ein-
stein's contributions to physics will give some 
glimpse of the greatness of his genius. Nor 
was he a scholar in an ivory tower. He took 
an active interest In the whole range of 
human affairs, and wrote extensively on many 
subjects. Space prevents me from speaking of 
his many works of musical appreciation, his 
defence of human rights, his views on poli-
tics, on pacifism, on education, his condem-
nation of the Nazi regime in Germany and 
his writings on behalf of the Jewish people, 
of whom he was proud to be one. But in 
these days when it Is fashionable to pay a 
lot of attention to the views of eminent 
scientists concerning religion (especially. It 
seems, if they are hostile to- i t ) , i t is inter-
esting to look at Einstein's attitude to religion, 
i t is true to say that Einstein was a 
religious man, though he was by no means an 
orthodox Jew. Haying undergone the intense 
experience of achieving an understanding of 
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the physical world which no one had hitherto 
attained, he was ever humbled when he con-
templated "the sublimity and marvelous order 
which reveal themselves in nature and in the 
world of thought". This humble attitude of 
mind towards "the grandeur of reason In-
carnate in existence" constitutes for him the 
highest religious feeling. The religious feel-
ing of a scientist, he says, "takes the form of 
a rapturous amazement at the harmony of 
natural law, which reveals an intelligence 
of such superiority that, compared with it, 
all the systematic thinking and acting of 
human beings is an utterly insignificant re-
flection." in the face of these words of Ein-
stein it would surely be presumptuous for any-
one to say that science has made a belief In 
a supreme being either unnecessary or im-
possible. 
Einstein also recognised clearly that it is 
not possible "to arrive at fundamental judg-
ments with respect to values and ends on the 
basi sof the scientific method", that the for-
mation of a purpose for living and of ethical 
judgments comes, "not through demonstra-
tion, but through revelation, through the 
medium of powerful personalities." He him-
self believed that "the highest principles for 
our aspirations and judgments are to be 
found in the Jewish-Christian religious 
tradition." But these he would take out of 
their religious form and look at from their 
human side. And in doing this, he at once 
destroys the internal consistency and the 
authority of the Jewish-Christian religion, 
and reveals his own subjectivity. For the 
principles and teachings to be found in the 
Bible are represented there as being commu-
nicated by Cod to men, first through human 
messenger, and finally through Jesus Christ, 
God himself became man, and they derive 
their authority from this. Take away this em-
phasis on the divine activity in the develop-
ment of the Jewish-Christian religion and you 
take away all grounds for believing that Its 
ethical principles are the proper ones to 
which men ought to aspire. If this is so, there 
are equally good grounds (or rather lack of 
them) for believing in, and living for, the 
ideals of any other philosophical system, for 
example. Communism. Ethics and belief are 
swallowed up in subjectivity. 
But Einstein needs to take up this posi-
tion—that he feels, without any need for 
justification, that the Jewish-Christian religi-
ous tradition gives us the highest principles 
for our aspirations and judgments—because 
of the view he has of^God. For he rejects the 
concept of God which is found in historical 
religions like the Jewish and Christian as 
being a creation in man's own image. He is 
so intoxicated by the apparent universal opera-
tion of the law of causation that he cannot 
for a moment entertain the idea of a being 
who interfere in the course of events. This 
he holds the concept—equally man-made, of 
course—of a being who is a sort of super 
pure mathematician or machine tender. He 
reveals his superior intelligence in the Intri-
cate working of the great machine that we 
call the universe, but he supervivses its work-
ings from the outside. Far from being a noble 
and exalted conception of God, this-idea re-
duces God to a puny being, a kind of cosmic 
mechanic. 
Along with this there Is Einstein's im-
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plied view that the highest religious feeling 
IS accessible only to that group of men who 
can grasp something of the Intricacies of the 
working of the natural world. A "religion of 
fear" or "social or moral religion" may have 
to suffice for ordinary mortals. There is a 
deep satisfaction to be found in scientific 
endeavour, it is true, but is this really the 
"highest religious feeling"? And Is the "^high-
er religious feeling" the prerogative of an 
elite? Some of us, scientist and non-scientlst 
alike, have a deep conviction that a true 
knowledge of God Is to be found only In an 
acceptance of the Christian faith, and one of 
the glories of that faith is that It is for let-
tered and unlettered alike. The intellectual 
and the humble working man know an inner 
unity of spirit and can talk together of their 
experience of Cod. 
It Is not my purpose here to talk at 
length of the Christian faith, but I feel it 
would not be improper to set alongside Ein-
stein's conception of God as a superior intel-
ligence the biblical concept of God. The God 
In whom- the Bible Invites belief is no cosmic 
mechanic, nor Is he "personal" In the sense 
that most of the time he stands by while the 
universe follows the Inevitable course of 
"natural law", but sometimes Interferes in 
the working of the machine to produce a 
"miracle" . He is the creative upholder, with-
out whose continual activity there would be, 
not even chaos, but nothing. He "continually 
upholds all things by the word of his power". 
The whole multi-patterned drama of our uni-
verse Is declared to be continually "held in 
being" and governed by him.. If this Is true, 
the whole relationship between the scientific 
and biblical analyses of "causation** has to be 
reappraised. To argue hotly, as some of our 
fathers did, whether something "came about 
by natural cause or required an act of God" 
is simply not to take seriously the biblical 
view of God. In the dynamic biblical picture, 
"natural law" Is an expression of God's faith-
fulness in giving a succession of experience 
that Is coherent and predictable. 
But while this view of "natural law" sup-
plies the highest reasons for normally reiving 
on our scientific expectations, it renders 
meaningless anv idea of "scientific impossi-
bilitv" wherp God is concerned. God's world 
is open to change at his will, and if in the 
execution of his ourposes, he does something 
which is astonishing to us, or violates our 
scientific expectations. In order to demon-
strate bis power and express his mind and 
character, then we cannot dismiss such oc-
currences out of hand as "scientifically im-
possible". The great events of the Incarnation 
and resurrection of Jesus Christ, which are 
represented in the Bible as outstanding signs 
of Cod's activitv, cannot a priori be put aside 
as imoo.sslble because the present pattern of 
pvents is aooarently regular and predictable. 
The biblical records themselves ought first to 
be studied without what we may call "scien-
tific preludice". One scientist at least (and he 
is certainly not alone), who recognises his 
intellectual inferiority to Albert Einstein, but 
who shares, he trusts. Einstein's wonder at 
the remarkable structure of the physical uni-
verse, has been convinced, bv careful study 
of the biblical documents, that the biblical 
concept of Cod as the upholder of this u(i(-
verse and as continually active in human his-
11 
tory is the right one, and that Einstein's vague 




My empirical knowledge of Queensland 
education is limited to that obtainable from 
teaching in a State Secondary School. But I 
have also taught in New South Wales, and 
am thus able to draw comparisons between 
these two systems. I am indebted to a book 
written by an American, Freeman Butts, 
called "Assumptions Underlying Australian 
Education", published by the Australian 
Council for Educational Research. In this 
work the author examined Australian educa-
tion, the philosophy behind it and our under-
lying assumptions about it. 
Perhaps, before examining the Queens-
land system, it might be as well to give some 
idea of what I think education should be, and 
then see how the Queensland system meas-
ures up against it. Education, I feel, should 
always reflect the society it serves, and one 
of my later points will show that I think 
that this Is one of the basic weaknesses of 
the Queensland system—the fact that it is 
in Queensland. The main danger with this is 
that education may tend to serve only the 
most crudely materialistic aspects of society 
—^that is, it will turn out so many clerks, 
typists,^ tradesmen, doctors* etc., which is 
Its main aim. Many educationalists deplore 
this, and stress that education should be 
forming the new society. There are great op-
portunities for this In any education system, 
for, If its teachers are University trained a 
large proportion of them will be in rebellion 
against current standards of education, and 
will be anxious to try new Ideas and ap-
proaches. One of my main criticisms of the 
Queensland system is that it systematically 
destroys, by various means, any attempts to 
apply new Ideas and approaches. 
I am not against the existence of private 
schools, but 1 am against all forms of State 
Aid. The State system should be built up with 
the idea of providing the best possible educa-
tion free. In Queensland this does not hold 
true of the secondary school system. I realise 
that there are only about eight private 
schools which receive State Aid, but I don't 
see any reason why this aid would be given. 
The money would be better spent rectifying 
anomalies in the supposedly free State sys-
tem, the most obvious of which Is the pur-
chase of text books, often costing up to 
twenty pounds a year. In N.S.W. a perfectly 
satisfactory system is In operation under 
which the children borrow their textbooks 
from text book libraries every year. Perhaps 
there is some deal with the publishing houses 
In order that the present system of textbook 
purchase may remain. 
I also believe that all children should be 
given the maximum of education regardless 
of their future career. In Queensland, this 
principle is violated by many institutional de-
vices and by the teaching profession attitude 
to the children. 
On the very Important matter of teacher-
training, I am of the opinion that all second-
ary teachers should have, at the very least, a 
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diploma from a tertiary institution, I say ter-
tiary to include music,, art and physical edu-
cation teachers. These diploma courses should 
involve three or four years study followed by 
professional training. The present professional 
training is too vague and scrappy, and could 
easily be extendd to two or three years over 
and above the under-graduate level. 
Some have suggested that primary 
teachers should receive a University educa-
tion, and since, in the opinion of the second-
ary teacher, all evils begin at the primary 
level, there are grounds for advocating this. 
Perhaps the new Bachelor of Education 
Course, which the University of Queensland 
is planning, may help—I hasten to add how-
ever, that this new course Is not being intro-
duced for the benefit of primary teachers. 
Since the title 'Education in Queensland' 
involves the tertiary level, 1 might say a 
word about the training of University lectu-
rers over and above their Honours Undergrad-
uate Degrees. In Southern States and in Eng-
land there have been bitter complaints about 
lecturing abilities and standards. As far as I 
can gather, the attempts of the University 
of Queensland to give new lecturers a two or 
three day course in education and the tech-
niques of classroom procedure have not had 
a great effect—largely because' the education 
lecturers themselves have committed the 
cardinal sins they were preaching against. 
Of course, in the next few years educa-
tion facilities at universities may, through re-
searches, come.upon new and startling ideas 
and methods in tertiary education, and if 
they do, they would be perfectly entitled to 
demand that all lecturers should undergo some 
basic training with them. 
Like all Australian Education Depart-
ments, the Queensland Department Is the 
responsibility of the Minister who is respon-
sible to the Cabinet. When decisions upon 
matters of education are to be made, the 
Cabinet, Minister, Parliament and Treasury 
officials ail have a say, and often their par-
ticular Interests prevail. 
Day to day administration lies in the 
hands of a Director-General. The personal-
ities and beliefs of the person who holds this 
position have, because of the monolithic 
system, an influence far beyond the merit of 
any one man. This man, the Director-General, 
has the final say—except of course where the 
Minister is particulariy active and concerned 
—in matters ranging from conditions of 
staff to the expulsion of one-pupil, and this 
power extends over the whole State, 
The. Department in Queensland suffers 
from all the evils of over-centrglisation; it 
is large, slow moving, almost moribund, and 
appears to be staffed by persons who do not 
themselves believe in State education. Rela-
tions with the teaching profession are very 
poor, and the occasional inevitable Injustice 
seems to be handled cavalierly. The Inspec-
tors of schools are regarded as Departmental 
watchdogs and their visits are feared by all. 
No doubt some of these inspectors are anxious 
and.concerned about education, but inspect-
torlal methods Inspire no confidence from 
the teaching profession. A-"Scottish teacher 
once said to me that the inspectors in Scot-
lancl are men of greatJearning and culture, 
whose constant aim in life, Is to stimulate a 
love of education in both teachers and pupils. 
The contrast was obvious. 
Inspectors should be abolished. The aim 
of the present Inspectorial system is to keep 
up standards and propag:andize new methods 
oil education. Since the first aim is very nebu-
lous, and the second largely ignored, I feel 
that a more successful and less terrorizing 
method of achieving these aims would be 
the encouragement of informal discussion 
groups among teachers. 
I know that in Queensland there do 
exist Regional Directorships of Education, 
which were established last year. But in so 
far as I have been able to discover, these 
Regional officers exist primarily as a mail 
forwarding agency—they do have some say 
in teacher transfers—and as a sop to Country 
Party decentralisation sentiment. 
One of the assumptions underlying the 
making of a State curriculum is, according to 
Butts, that there are definite bodies of know-
ledge that should be attained by students at 
specific age and grade levels. Experiments 
ihave shown that a very small amount of 
these definite bodies of knowledge is re-
tained for long after the student leaves 
school. Basic facts which are drummed in 
during the first two or three years of primary 
school are retained for the longest becauae 
they are the first things to be impressed upon 
unfortunate young minds, and are constantly 
revised during the child's school career. 
If so little of the continual cramming of 
knowledge is retained why make it the 
prime aim of the school syllabus? There is' 
a great scope here for experimentation. 
In order to define these definite bodies 
of knowledge the Queensland Department 
calls together a Syllabus Committee which 
consists of teachers whose pupils have had 
good results in public examinations, depart-
mental officers, and representatives of the 
University department concerned. When the 
Syllabus is published the names of these 
people are not mentioned—-thus the Impres-
sion is given that the Syllabus has, like the 
Laws of Moses, been handed down as a 
sacred text, as the only path to success In 
f^ubllc examinations. This syllabus is then 
worked out in detail by the senior teacher of 
the particular subject, which means that the 
ordinary teacher has to follow a set pattern 
of work. 
The Junior Geography Syllabus is one 
example which well Illustrates the points I 
have been trying to make. The pundits have 
decided that the definite body of knowledge 
which the student leaving school at the Jun-
ior level should have in regard to Geography 
is, simply, the World. Everything about the 
world, its climate, build, oceans, drainage— 
including a detailed study of every continent 
and each region within that continent. 
A few years ago. the protests about this 
huge mass of work wef-e heeded and South 
America and Europe were taken out of the 
world. No one teacher can hope to cover this 
syllabus adequately, and no one child can 
hope to 'remember all that his teacher does 
cover. Geography lessons are a mad gallop 
through the countries of the world! 
In N.S.W. this whole approach has been 
scrapped, and a system of sytematic study of 
the ,subiect has replaced the glutinous mass 
of unrelated' facts taught in Queensland. 
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My contention is that there is no defi-
nite body of knowledge which should be 
attained by students, and that this freedom in 
syllabus-setting is bound to result in some 
valuable experimental work. 
Butts has said that it is believed that 
formality, orderliness, discipline, quiet, and 
efficiency are the best outward signs of good 
classroom procedure—and nowhere is this 
better exemplified than in Queensland. Even 
in practical Art classes it is expected that 
dead silence shall prevail. One should realise 
that such Is the flimsiness of school buildings 
in Queensland that some degree of quietness 
must prevail, but surely morgue-like silence 
is unnecessary. A teacher Is overcome by 
feelings of guilt if his class should laugh 
loudly or should appear to be deriving enjoy-
ment from the lesson. On the other hand 
certain types of noise are permitted and even 
encouraged. The chanting of tables—with 
which each primary school day religiously 
begins—is blessed with Departmental 
approval. 
In every subject in High School there 
exists the tyrrany of the notebook, the 
emphasis on speed and uniformity; every 
teacher races through the workbook in order 
to finish the course one term before the 
public examinations and have time for revi-
sion—but the revision is. of course, at even 
greater speed than the original teaching, and 
the children are left with a mass of indigest-
ible facts. 
Teaching methods are inextricably 
bound up with the training of teachers. In 
Queensland only 8% of teachers have de-
grees—as this figure includes primary teachers 
as well as secondary, the figure for second-
ary teachers alone would be about 15%. 
All States are short of teachers but this alone 
does not excuse the disgraceful deterioration 
of standards permitted in this State. For the 
last ten years primary teachers have had one 
year's training; last year's trainees reverted 
to the two year training period, but for ten 
years, Queensland has witnessed semi-trained 
adolescents teaching in primary schools. In 
many cases- these semi-trained primary 
teachers have been doing one or two uni-
versity units at night before being placed 
Into secondary schools. These people rarely 
feel their inadequacy. They know how to 
teach, and by following the syllabus, they 
know what to teach. In this way is the status 
quo preserved. 
Some secondary teachers ' are fully 
trained, that Is they have a University Degree 
and a Diploma In Education, but they are 
few, and up until last year the scholarships 
granted for this training were restricted to 
males only. In Arts, teachers are sent to Uni-
versity to cram four units into one year, and 
then sent to Teachers College for profes-
sional training for one year. These people are 
then sent out to teach, and are expected to 
finish their degrees at their own expense and 
in their own time—thus, the Department of 
External Studies flourishes. 
-When one examines the relationships 
between the Department of Education and its 
professional staff one realises why it Is that 
the Department prefers docile, half-trained 
people (it has been said that fully trained 
teachers are discontented and are continually 
trying to change the status quo). 
The Hierarchy works' on a system of 
fear. The teachers are afraid of the Head-
master, the Headmaster is afraid of the In-
spector, and the Inspector in turn must bow 
to the Director-General. 
The Department doesn't trust its 
teachers to teach In an efficient manner. Con-
stant checks are at work. After a public ex-
amination the school makes out each teacher's 
list of students who sat, with their results, 
and this is sent to the Department, There is 
much speculation, in staff rooms, about what 
is done with these lists. If, as is suspected, 
these lists are used as a basis for assessing 
the qualities of a teacher, there is much in-
justice in the system. Intelligent children in-
variably receive higher marks than unintell-
igent children. If, therefore, a teacher is 
lucky to strike an above average class from 
the beginning, he has a smooth path ahead of 
him. 
Probably the main reason for the poor 
status of teachers with the Department is 
the weakness of the Union. It's secretary is 
elected for life, and has no worries ahead of 
him. The Department treats the Union with 
contempt—recently the Secretary was told 
that there would be no improvements in 
teaching conditions for two years at least! 
(He was, incidentally, asking for toilet 
facilities for teaching staff.) What Queens-
land needs is a strong Union, which not only 
insists on fair conditions but agitates for 
higher training standards. Most of the dif-
ferences between N.S.W. and Queensland, as 
fas as staff conditions are concerned, are at-
tributable to the weakness of the local 
Teachers Union. 
Finally, what are the results of all this? 
What are the results of this bureaucratic 
centralisation, this crammed curriculum, this 
perpetuation of old-fashioned methods, this 
cavalier treatment of the professional people? 
The main result Is that the best schools In 
the State are not State Schools. No-one feels 
this more strongly than the teachers them-
selves. Those lucky enough to escape from the 
over-work, the poor conditions and the over-
crammed syllabuses to the haven of the 
State-assisted secular Grammar School are 
envied by their less fortunate fellows. Many 
teachers send their own children to such 
schools. It is completely wrong that the best 
education in the State should be reserved for 
those who can afford to pay for it. 
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The Passing of 
Disquietude 
Through ruffle and haste of wind on 
our lake 
through scribbly caps like mackerelling 
ocean 
the ten-eyed four-winged rowing skiff 
drilled its way, proboscis fashion, 
with stiffened guts at every pull. 
That automatic insect sculled 
the clouds aside and left instead 
a wake, a V, a whirlpool spoor 
(peace that follows disquietude) 
a pattern to fill imagination 
as discontinued belling moves 
to echo round the inner ear, 
or as varnished coruscations blot 
one's eye, or a flaccid smile relieves 
the hammered countenance of fright. 
Rodney Hall 
Eyewitness 
Don't get the wrong Idea; 
nothing much unusual occurred. 
He started out a normal man— 
somewhat better featured 
more courageous and ingenious 
than any of the others, that was all. 
Then, being rather wearied with the sameness 
of the company—the lack of novelty— 
He merely reproduced himself: 
just the sort of sleight of hand 
you often see in Middle Eastern places. 
That was all. Except that when he turned 
a moonstone colour, swellejd like dead fisih do 
in water, rising upside down above us 
till so small was he, that I 
—for one—could not distinguish him 
among the particles of dust around 
the sloping sun. There's r\othlng more to tell. 
Unless, of course, I mention how the others 
martyred his child and afterwards, convinced 
that what goes up must then come down, 
stood waiting twenty centuries 
to (do the same to him 
as soon as he should reappear. 
But nothing much unusual occurred; 
don't get the wrong Idea, 
—Rodney Hall. 




Jointed to one stem, 
In tremulous perfection, 
A trick of the twilight, 
After-rain, reflection. 
"Wi l l you ring me, again?" 
" I won't." 
"Wil l you see me, then?" 
" I can't." 
Liquid lacery, 
Exquisite, pure-white, 
Translucent for a moment, 
Folding into night. 
"Wi l l you remember these hours?" 
"No, just two white flowers." 
Just two white flowers . . . 
^JokuUoyd, 
M M A Y , 1 9 6 3 
Thistle Creek 
1 found the old way to the creek, 
and thought of summer lost and hot 
and long outgrown as hide-and-seek: 
Childhood's a way not to forget 
though spiders build behind my back 
and burrs and thistles spoil the track. 
Seeking old pathways through the weed^ 
i felt the dry sand underneath 
as hot as dying fires that made 
a memory to burn me with. 
The overgrowth could not conceal 
that path 1 use,d to know so well. 
that went on to the noisy pool 
where naked boys had splashed and screeched 
as loud as any burrs at all, 
further than any cobweb reached. 
The creek was dry. There was no shade 
from the sparse trees; so many dead 
and barren at the waterhole. 
My footprints faltered in stale mud. 
Small, it had become so small, 
this place where I had once been god 
and carved my name on rock, on wood 
to live the only past I had. 
Now I have shrunk to unclean soil 
and thistles root into my hand, 
though up the creek I hear the howl 
and shriek of schoolboys: They have found 
a further waterhole than mine— 
so let them have their pleasure then. 




I am obsessed of the rain, terrified of shadows. 
But most of all I fear the waiting 
For-something-to-happen, the pause before the 
moment, 
And all the remorse of the past tombed up In 
memory. 
It is very convenient to be the Master of situations. 
To exercise a choice, to arbitrate an action, 
But it is simply an escape from real problems 
Which though avoidejd, bulk larger with neglect 
And grow to monsters which leave no exit. 
Some things are absolute principles which defy 
The simple logic of motion and feed on inactivity. 
Which are defeated by the rate of going, but 
become more terrible 
By standing still. Thus the leader's decision 
Is canonized in its certainty and profound in its 
faith, 
But it merely circumvents the question, 
It cannot challenge the agony of silence, 
The inhuman incomprehensible which provides the 
determinants, 
The non-taxable income, the illifnitable possibility 
Of the further factor. In the end, the choice is- . 
impossible 
Despite the urgency and the immediacy of the next 
moment. 
Al l is suspended and absorbed into nothingness. 
The lights twinkle and go out, the play is over. 
;«ki ~John Lloyd. 
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Rene 
Elusive death has stalked through the sodden gore 
of last night's goings, caked with the stench 
from a tired whore, who, brought to reality 
for a passing heavy moment, ran frorn a client 
and reached for the chastity of cold steel. 
No-one knows if she felt pain, but the wrtthings 
in the dust show her temporary regrets 
for a too-sudden conversion. 
As i wander by the homes of the lost rich 
i feel for that woman who earned a living 
in a sweaty bed, at a gate-post, and .down 
behind the wharves at the gentlemen's convenience. 
She was never one for conversation, but she listened 
well, 
and time was money, so we never talked long 
but said "Good morning" as she simpered home 
from work, as though she were afraid that the woman 
in the corner shop who had eight brats, a bust^ 
and an old broom might look at her whitened face 
and think her not the right company for her daughter 
Doris, 
who had just been made receptionist 
for a well-respected doctor, a sweet old man 
who praised her typing and dreamed of her figure 
as he lay in bed with an ailing wife. 
This wretched slut (so she was called by someone 
who knew about these things) used to look at the 
white 
rimmed morning sun and the dusty bowl of evening 
with the feeling of respect that a machinist has 
for the factory clock—antipathy and resignation. 
• She worked long hours, for i am told that prostitutes 
have no union, and as the years went by and the sun 
seemed to set and rise with increasing persistence, 
she found it more difficult to live up to the trade's 
motto of "Satisfaction Guaranteed", 
So her hollow cheeks became paler and her eyes 
watered as she sacrificed sleep in an effort 
to improve her mind. She read only the best books 
by Carnegie, a smattering of Shaw, and quite a lot 
about gardens and home management, because many 
of her friends were married and sadly misunderstood. 
She tried new make-up, another perm and a different 
locale, 
but each morning, as she crept by, her feet were 
slower, 
her head was lower, and her mouth became tighter 
pursed 
in thought, and shot little yellow wrinkles across a face 
that was no longer bruised and bitten. She never spoke 
now, 
but scurried like a beetle into the nearest shadow 
• when confronted by anyone who showed the (east 
interest 
in >her as a person and not just as a machine. 
It was as if she feared to expose her body 
unless protected by the garish flattery 
of neon make-up and a bottle of forget-me-nots, 
which made her flesh warm and her worn brain 
stagger. It was only her mind that became 
sick each cool morning—her body had reached 
an asymptotic level of abuse and revulsion; 
and allhough she had been feasting on bex an,d extract 
for many solitary months, only her more frequent 
visits 
to the gentle doctor, where Doris worked in ever-
-increasing 
circles, gave us any indication that she had lost her 
friends 
,and gained a receipt from a bellicose and slow-moving 
businessman. 
So we saw less and less of our Lady of the Lamp, 
who had no prejudice, racial or political, 
and only the respect she efofessed for her occupation, 
coupled with the fear that her neighbours would "think 
her unemployed, kept her in the well-worn routine 
from evening to ,dawn, from hotel to motel to park. 
She shouldered the problems of a host of men, 
from over-indulgent lawyers to supercilious and pimply 
adolescents; 
she held the confidences of them all , 
in a fathomy ocean of grey memories, swept only by 
a tide 
that rose and fell with the going and coming of the 
sun, 
that was marred solely by the thought that her son 
may not become a chemist if her earnings continued 
to dwin,dle. 
Her difficulties mounted, and eventually she leaned on 
religion 
to protect herself against a horde of obsessions 
that were already eating into the remnants of her 
sanity. 
So Ihis previous denizen of the night became 
a dowdy and withdrawn mother by day 
and a deep-chested and empty-headed drunkard 
as soon as the first pale evening lights 
beckoned after-business drinkers home to their wives. 
As time slipped past as a dull thud of bible 
and sun and gin, the conflict between sanctity and 
survival 
wracked her until she used her new-found learning 
to compose hymns in her bedroom and ditties in those 
where she made brilliant, but short-lived, entrances. 
For the good doctor had been able to .do but little 
for a woman whom he declared "to have lived such 
a debauched and insanitary existence." 
One evening, or night, shortly afterwards, 
she was keeping company with a nameless and hopeless 
sailor 
turned salesman turned addict. In the middle 
of a particularly rousing and deliberately unsubtle 
ballad 
(for she always believed in being direct about these 
things) 
the buxom huntress of primitive alleys regressed 
to the aged frequenter of a tired and dusty sitting-
room, 
and at that monient her violent desire for repentance 
overwhelmed the natural and animalistic thirst for life. 
So she was destroyed by the very teachings 
which she had utilized for preservation; 
her son, who had learned of the derivation of his 
income 
and respectability after his mother's death, 
became embarrassed, resentful and embittered, 
and sought refuge in prayer meetings, where he could 
repent 
at leisure, and regain his self-satisfied, 
devout and intensely superior composure. 
Of all the men that this tired little woman 
had satiated, enjoyed and besmirched, not one 
knew she was dead as they rushed into the business 
of successful living. Only a stooped and meticulous 
bookseller mourned at the hasty and subversive funeral 
of one of his best customers. And he always 
remembered 
her as a refined and delicate la,dy whom he met 
at a bible reading some months previously. 
—M< Cormvell. 
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Alienation as a Theme 
in O'NeiU 
HUMPHREY McQUEEN 
'A symbol always transcends the one 
who makes use of it and makes him say in 
reality more than he is aware of expres-
sing.* So wrote Camus of Franz Kafka. The 
symbolism, even the stage tricks, that 
Eugene O'Neill employs in his semi-auto-
biographical play 'Long Day's Journey into 
Night' more than surpasses the narrow 
lives of the Tyrone family. His characters 
are caricatures of social types who inhabit 
the alienated world of the twentieth Cen-
tury. To varying degrees the members of 
his family Hve out the powerlessness, the 
meaninglessness, the isolation and the self-
estrangement that sociologists agree are the 
lot of modern man. 
Mary is the strongest example of power-
lessness, of the expectancy that one's own 
behaviour cannot determine the occurrence 
of a desired end. She becomes increasingly 
convinced that all her efforts to stay off 
morphine can only lead her back to the 
chemist's counter. "None of us", she main-
tains, ''can help the things life has done to 
us. They're done before you realise it, and 
once they're done they make you do other 
things until at last, everything comes be-
tweeen you and what you'd like to be." Her 
fears are reinforced by her husband and 
two sons. They are so sure of the outcome, 
that when Jamie puts their fears into 
words, they threaten him with physical 
violence. 
The entire family is possessed with this 
fear' of their inability to hold back a fate 
that is working against them. Edmund is 
almost prepared to accept his father's cert-
ain belief in the incurable nature of T.B.; 
Jamie's drinking is a mask for not accept-
ing responsibility for his own failure; 
Tyrone is convinced that no amount of prop-
erty can protect him from the poor house. 
They each have their own 'ol' debil sea' to 
contend with, but not, of course, to fight 
against. 
"Yest, forget! Forget everything and 
face nothing! It's a convenient philosophy 
if you've no ambition in life," Tyrone re-
minds Jamie. But such abuse only serves 
to remind Jamie that he has no ambition— 
except to get drunk and visit Mamie's 
charmers. Edmund only wanted "to be alone 
with myself in another world where truth 
is untrue and life can hide from itself . . . 
it felt dammed peaceful to be nothing more 
than .a ghost within a ghost . . . who wants 
to see life as it is. It's Pan. You see him and 
you die—that is, inside you—and have to 
go on living as a ghost." In this statement 
of Edmund's we find the basis of all their 
powerlessness and meaningless;, isolation 
and self-estrangement. 
"I am alone, I've always been alone," 
cries Mary. She is even envious of the 
Chatfields^—big frogs in a small puddle 
though they be — because they stand for 
something. "They have decent presentable 
• M M A Y , 1 9 6 3 
homes they don't havve to be ashamed of. 
They have friends who entertain them and 
whom they entertain. They're not cut off 
from everyone". But she is afraid to escape, 
afraid to face the world again. "I really 
love the fog. It hides you from the world. 
and the world from you". Yet it is no use. 
The fog will clear. The drugs wear off. As 
Edmund observes, "We know what we are 
trying to forget.' ?> 
Not only are they isolated from the 
world, they are isolated from one another. 
Jamie has a love-hate relationship with his 
brother, "I'd like you to become the greatest 
success in the world. But I'll do my damned-
est to make you fail," h^ half warns Ed-
mund. Oscar Wilde had it wrong way round 
he decides: "The man was dead, and so he 
had to kill the thing he loved." Tyrone is so-
cut off from his family, so immersed in the 
unreality of the theatre that he lives out 
the part that made him famous. He talks in -a. 
cliches (I'm as hungry as a hunter) and 
gives advice in the form of quotations from 
his favourite Irish Catholic poet, Shake-
speare. But his eloquence is a sham, for, as 
Edmund remarks "Stammering is the nat-
ural eloquence of us fog people." Even Jamie 
and Edmund are infected by this inability 
to express themselves in their own words, 
and quote copiously from Baudelaire, Swin-
burne and Kipling, usually to express their 
deepest feelings. 
"V/hat is it I'm looking for? Mary asks. " 
"I know it's something I lost—something 
I miss terribly. I can't have lost it forever." 
But she has. She has lost her real self—"the 
self you'd like to be"—forever. She extern-
alises her weaknesses by turning them into 
things other than they really are. Her hair, 
her eyes and her hands are used as eupho-
nisms for her addiction. The final irony 
comes when she is talking about her youth-
ful wish^to be a nun and Tja'one interpol-
ates, "She was never made to renounce the 
world". Only the play itself is not less than 
it might have been. 
(A film version of 'Long Days Journey' will be 
shown in Brisbane in the near future. It stars Kathrine 
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*'Man and Energy" is divided into 
two sections. The first gives a brief 
account of the use of energy from 
the digging stick to the hydrogen 
bomb, and then discusses possible 
trends in the future towards "Tek-
topias'—'theoretical construction of 
ideal states, based on a large pro-
portion of inanimate energy slaves'. 
The second part contains a non-tech-
nical discussion of the significance 
of the first two laws of thermody-
namics and speculations from them 
on the significance of life, and the 
birth and death of the Universe. 
The style is always quite readable, 
but reflects the genesis of the book 
as a set of talks given on the 
B.B,C. Third Programme, and is 
•consequently repetitive and avoids 
the detailed discussions that are 
.frequently necessary. 
The text is enlivened by a liberal 
scattering of apt quotations rang-
-ing through Archimedes, T S. Eliot, 
to Marx and Humpty-Dumpty, to-
•gether with a number of prints of 
•surreal medieval machines which 
-charm and amuse. 
The history of energy is very brief i^ '^ ai 
.and the inclusion of a list of gj^ jg 
'significant dates' is hardly an 
acceptable substitute for a wider dis-
•cussion. Peculiar emphasis is given 
to interestirfg trivia much to the 
•detriment of the main discussion, 
for instance, three pages are de-
voted to inventions attributed to da 
"Vinci, whereas the internal com-
ibustion engine rates only a sen-
'tence. Water and steam power fare 
the best. Solar power is discussed 
•without once mentioning silicon 
solar cells, Thermonculear power, 
'possibly the most promising power 
source of all, there being almost un-
.limited fuel available, fails to get a 
:.mention, except in its unfortunate 
..application in the bomb. Although 
•controlled thermonuclear reactions 
"have been produced at Los Alamos, 
-.and despite the very great research 
'.effort being made throughout the 
•world, it will be many years before 
-the technical problems are solved 
.and the optimistic statements made 
in the press in 1957 by the Har-
well group working on the Zeta 
•machine, are realized. Once they are, 
however, Ubbelohde's pessimistic 
•conclusiions of energy starvation or 
•saturation need not hold, A further 
•unfortunate omission is the magneto-
'hydrodynamic generator developed 
in the last few years, which can 
•take electrical energy directly from 
a heated gas, avoiding the in-
• efficiencies of the steam, steam-
-engine, generator process. 
The discussion of thermodynamics 
is quite dear and is pedagogicajly 
ithe most successful part of the book. 
The sections on the second law and 
'lentropy are excellent, and are rec-
t'Ommended to any non-technical 
•ireader wishing to make acquaintance 
with • these important concepts. 
The cosmblogical discussion in 
Chapter 13 needs clarification. The 
statement 'the thermodynamic Heat 
Death has gone the way of other 
Victorian pessimisms' conceals the 
theoretical validity of this idea. Pro-
vided that thermodynamics holds on 
a universal scale as it does in the 
laboratory, then the Heat Death 
follows. Thus the Heat Death and 
Heat Birth (the 'Big Bang' theory 
of cosmology) are compatible, 
whereas, 'continuous creation' and a 
Heat Death are not. 
Due to the difficulty of Science 
and its supposed objectivity, it has 
become fashionable among' non-
scientists to either avoid contact with 
science as far possible, or to ac-
cept blidly statements made by 
scientists on the mistaken assumption 
that they are not human and cannot 
err. Consequently in writing a popu-
lar book in Science it is important to 
avoid subjective opinions on specu-
lative topics. Unfortunately Profes-
sor Ubbelohde breaks this rule when 
he puts forward the view that life is 
inconsistent with the second law. He 
has two main grounds for this, 
firstly that there has been no care-
ful experimental measurement of 
the second law applied to living 
organism. This may be true, but on 
all the measurements that have 
been made, nothing has suggested a 
breakdown in the second law. Sec-
ondly, that living organisms are 
somehow so complicated, and rep-
resent such a high concentration of 
available energy, that they somehow 
have no right to exist. This appears 
similar to the telecological argument 
for the existence of God. Thermo-
dynamics says living organisms 
lower the 'available energy' of the 
Universe. This does not exclude 
high concentrations of avail-
energy which are quite com-
mon in Nature, e.g. clouds, rivers, 
crystals etc. A living organism is a 
fluctuation from a non-equilibrium 
situation which has not at present 
been subject to successful theoretical 
analysis. 
The question that life was gener-
ated purely by random chemical 
processes is questioned on the basis 
of an opinion that the formation of 
life is improbable. This is despite 
the observation of Miller that amino 
acids are formed if a spark dis-
charge is passed trough an atmos-
phere similar to that which would 
have existed around the primeval 
earth. 
Despite these defects which make 
"Man and Energy" a failure from the 
didactic point of vievv, it is still 
entertaining and amusing reading 
and a storehouse of odd facts. 
Where else could you find that an 
8-oxen plough can plough 120 
acres/annum, or that the entropy of 
Othello is 0.29? 





D. J. ENRIGHT 
The 
Frost's 
characteristic lilt of 
poetry, the eruption 
Robert 
of ex-
citement from a meditative base, 
have given way in this new collec-
tion, the first for 15 years, to 
craftsmanship, the sort of sureness 
of touch which almost conceals the 
fact that nothing much is being 
touched, and an insistent humorous-
ness or good-humouredness which 
sometimes falls flat. The longer 
pieces ramble amiably, and the light 
verse tends half-heartedly towards 
Ogden Nash. But what is saddest is 
the noisy way in which the blurb 
holds its breath over 'the unpre-
cedented honour' granted this dis-
tinguished old poet of reciting a 
poem at President Kennedy's Inaugu-
ration. Perhaps some of the honour 
was on the other foot. 
In fhe Clearing does contain 
some enjoyable poems, including the 
Inaugural recitation itself and 
'America Is Hard to See', and orig-
inalities rub shoulders with trivial-
ities on practically every page. No 
one else, it is true, could have wri t-
ten these poems. As Robert Grave 
says, they are 'stamped all over with 
his own seal': we know it is Robert 
Frost's seal from seeing it stamped 
more clearly and deeply elsewhere. 
Edmund Blunden's collection shows 
no falling off from earlier volumes, 
and indeed a few of these new 
poems are likely to be remembered 
among the author's best. Some of 
his verses celebrating Eastern topics 
seem to me to have an element of 
noblesse oblige about them: an in-
cogruity between subject and tone 
suggests that the admiration they 
express has been willed out of 
gratitude. But 'The Tea-House', per-
haps the best poem here, is solid, 
unembellished, sharp and convincing. 
Pastiche, and chiefly pastoral pas-
tiche, looms large in this collection 
—but not so large as at first ap-
pears. The conventional appurten-
ances of 'nature verse' in 'Voice of 
Spring' and 'Thorny Winter' may well 
blind the hurried or sophisticated 
reader to the fact that' these poems 
are in fact rather strange and far 
from cosy. 
'Can the peasant homes anigh the 
bamboo shade , . , not say "Japan"?' 
Certainly they can, except for the 
word 'anigh'. There is something 
slightly perverse about Edmund 
Blunden's implantation of archaisms, 
rather for their own sake than for 
any sort of convenience they may 
offer, as if he insists on dissocia-
ting himself from anything which 
might be called 'modern'. There is 
no need for him to go on fighting 
that old battle; he has better wars 
to wage; and he is a good deal less 
antique than he sometimes makes 
out. 
New Poems 1962 gave 
strong sensation of deja (u. 
Grave.s's seal is stamped al 
all the characteristics are there: the 
formal utterance which yet conveys 
alrming confidences, the sober-
sided hyperbole, the off-hand hor-
rors, the proud and rather grim 
amusedness. 
Is it not the height of silent 
humour 
To cause an unknown change in 
the earth's climate? 
and that deceptive simplicity which 
at times does not deceive. Can it be 
that Graves is occasionally lured 
'into sellf-delusive trade with demon-
esses who dare masquerade as her-
self? And won't the Goddess take 
In the Clearing: By Robert Frost. 
Holt Riiicfiart & Jj'iiiston. 
A Hong Kong House: By Edmund 
Blunden. 
Collins. 
New Poems 1962: By Robert Graves, 
Cassell. 
African Negatives: By Alan Ross, 
Eyre & Spottiswoode. 
The Swans of Berwick: By Sydney 
Tremaync. 
Chatto. 
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vengeance on one of her followers writings Is related In detail to the ' R ^ T l l i ' d T l V l 
who makes the writing of "poetry work of the mature Marx (which 1 1 / ^ 1 L r t . _ ^ i . l 
seem to easy as fo discredit utterly has until recently been accepted as 
the straining rest of her followers? his canon). The crux of .Kamenka's •RODNFY HAT T 
But this collection contains half-a- account is to contrast the views of i\.UL>XNJii nj\.L,L 
dozen poems of first-class Gravesian Mafx with the views of Marxists 
calibre,: so perhaps she will inflict on (like Engels and Lenin). Marx, he 
him nothing more savage than her says, sees the rational society as I t is always advisable for student 
usual punishment, of 'death and 'the concretlzation of human free- groups to choose plays that call for 
again death in the Muse's house'. dom', rationality being, for the young as few middle- and old-aged people as 
Rather artily got up, on paper Marx as for Hegel, a moral as well possible. Of the nine roles in Epitaph 
resembling dehydrated - Cheshire as an historical end. The society of for George Dillon six come into thiii 
cheese. African Negatives turns out Communism, as described at the end category and two of the remaining 
to be an unusually powerful little of the Economico Philosophical Man- characters are over thirty. Casting al-
volume. It reminds me of Lawrence uscrlpts of 1844, is to be the society ways presents problems and I recom-
Durrell, but is mostly tauter than of true an^ d ultimate human freedom, mend producers to Somerset Maug-
Durrells poetry • generally is, wilh 'Sympathetic critics have called it ham's advice that characterization . 
fewer private or aesthetic references, the picture of a society of artists, stands or falls, by the author's (or 
more public references, and a very creating freely and consciously, work- actor's) careful attention to physique 
satisfying blend of the two. The ing together in perfect harmony'. —that the traits and response of a 
bare elliptical style occasionally re- But Marx 'a radical of genius , , small man wear poorly on a large man, 
suits in a cryptic effect, but in the in the end, not radical enough' had no matter how well he acts. The pro-
main things are as plain as they his primary interest from 1844 on- test might be made that in this case 
legitimately can be. 'Dandy in Eloff ward 'not in the nature of freedom, there was litde choice, that nol enough 
Street' is one of several compact but in the developments by which It actors were available for any selection 
and colourful human portraits; 'Sidi would come about'. Beguiled by the to have been possible. This points to 
Okba Mosque' is one of a number of negative view of the proletariat as another rule for amateur groups: the 
compact and dramatic partraits of •^ he most suffering class, he neglects only plays they should stage aro 
place. The poems about North Africa consideration of freedom and enter- those which their company can handle, 
in particular seem to me, as far as prise as traditions struggling within The play must fit the ca.si rather than 
English writing is concerned, quite human society, of which conflict is vice versa. One can only require the 
uniquely informative. Bright evoca- a necessary part; instead he holds cast to match the play when one is 
tions ris'e out of a predominantly out to the proletariat 'the vision of a planning a professional performance, 
abstract ground: classless society made safe for goods, or when one can call on a large num-
, , water, where enterprise and freedom would ber of amateurs of all ages and sizes, 
That soft-voiced commodity, be guaranteed by the economic The producer ought not to allow him-
Camel-drawn from wells . . foundations of society itself, where self to become carried away and stage 
Such evocations occur not only freedom would not lie in struggle, a play simply because he wants to 
'atmospherically', in contexts of but follow from mere existence'. produce it; he should stage a play 
place, but also in moral contexts, as This servile notion was strength- because he knows his actors fit natur-
in 'Such Matters as Rape': ened by Engels 'with his blindness ally into the parts and have a fair 
The act of love made an expletive for alienation, with his crude evolu- chance of making a success of it. 
Consistent with barbed wire, tionism and his utilitarian concern [^ |g ^Q^ ,„y j^ i j to review the play 
•Sydney Tremayne's is a verse with economic satisfaction'. And so i^sdf, but I must confess from the 
which is out of fashion in the sense orthodox Marxism was ,able to yy^get that I finti Epitaph for Georgf 
that it never was nor could be 'in grow, under Lenin, to a view where /),7/o„ a depressing and tedious piece, 
•fashion'. Most of these poems—the 'Enterprise was not to be won by yhe fu,j„y \\^Q^^ sprinkled faidy liber-
immediately engaging 'Bomb Incid- the worker, but for him and it was ^\\y throughout, are rarely part of the 
ent' is one of a few exceptions— possible to erect a despotism in pi^ .^ or the result of funny situations. 
require several readings to thaw fV a^rx s name. -pij^ jy a,.e ^jj^pjy jokes—of the sort one 
out. The Swans of Berwick is care- , It will cause little surprise that expects in a revue-tossed in to keep 
ful conscientious writing, a mite the Moscow library which contribu- ^i^^. audience from walking out. How-
dour, a little forbidding at first, ted a valuable set of Marx s_ works g .^g ,^ some of the dismalness could 
but shiningly honest, untouched by to the Australian National University ^^^^^ i^ e^n dispelled in this performance 
any sort of gimmickry, and com- Library, with the object, in the first jf Qgorge Dillon had been played ac-
pelling respect for Its author, instance, of facilitating the research ^^rding to the author's directions: "He 
Finally, The Outcasts, which can which was to issue m the interpreta- j ^ 31,0,.^  ^ .^j^i, g,, anti-romantic kind 
be recommended with complete confi- tion of Marx sketched above, showed ^f charm. He displays at different 
dence to lovers of Edith Sitwell's a notable diminution of co-operative ^^^^^ ^ mercurial, ironic passion, 
solar rhetoric, which turns into ^«a' when Kamenka, as a return lethargy, offensiveness, blatant sin-
palatial ashes everything it shines on, Sfsture, sent to Moscow a copy of ^^^ i ^ 3,^ ^ ^ ^^gntally picaresque dis-
iric uding in this case some Korean his first article on the subject honesty-sometimes almost all of these 
children asleep in the snow, ^ Kanrienka s book "S more than a ^^ H^e same time. A walking conflic-
, , •, , D. J, Enright bare interpretation, though. It ex- ^j^,^ j„ j^et. Just at the moment he 
(Prof Enright recently gave a an '^nes wi h scholarship the tensions |g ^^^^^^ gj, feeling liis way. "He 
series of lectures at this University,. a*'d complexities of Marx s though ^^^^^>^ j^ e ^ ^ the epitome of self-
under the auspices of the British and attempts, with some philosophical ^ j^^ ^dence throughout, I think this 
Council. This review first appeared vigour, an evaluation of his various ,^.,5 3 ^^^^ g^ror, because Michael 
in the 'New Statesman'.) views. And it is a healthy corrective ^^rrow has a/good stage presence 
to the notion that Marx s thought is ^^^ ^ fi^^ carrying voice. The trouble 
T V y r ^ ' ' ^9}^^^^"!^'^ monolith, .nnocent of ^^ woudn't seem to grasp the 
M a r x V , qualifications or awareness of prob- ,^^^,l^ e-force of his character. This 
X l i e I V l d l A I M ^ Dr. Kamenka to say that the value righteously complain about in a pmfes-
MERLE THORNTON ° ^ ^ " ' ' ' ' * u ' ' ° ' ' l L'^n'" '^'^ ^^1?' sion, but not in an amateur Mr, 
Hi . J. inOKJNlUJN <^'^^'^^y^^^^'^^'C t.^^y 'S! ;^ ^ was accomplished and rc-
The last decade has brought Pfed.ctions j^^^may have made In j^^^d, occasionally he was impressive, 
widespread new interest, both In disagreement with him, however, it ^^^ ,,g j | j ^^^ 5^ ,^^  ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ 
Eastern Europe and in the West, ^^V ^\ " " f / J f " for"" *^ . S L . r convey the logic behind such a volatile 
in the problems of relating an in- f^^tion of proyldmg for freedom or George Dillon. 
• r n t e 1 l ; ; ^ r a t V h t ' ' 5 u n ^ g t 0:; S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ 4 . ^ ^ ^'F ^ 
l S X l i s t ' . d i s c u t s i o n r o r t h r p ^ this bo'ok makes it out to be. Surely - f - ^ S ' frbroya c \ ^ t 
lem and on the views expressed in the there are times and places where It par] ot Norali. t-ier buoyancy ana 
earlier, more philosophical, writing^ makes a good dea of sense to doubt evident enjoyment carried her through, 
of Marx, especially his treatment of the sufficient efficacy of. 'paying She is that rarity among begmners. 
the concept of alienation. serious attention to freedom and the talent a producer must curb 
In this context Dr. Kamenka's enterprise as historic traditions ^.^^jgr than sliake into life. Already a 
book provides a very useful analysis operating In any society, strength- ^^,^^^^^^ comedian, she has the mak-
of the early Marx, ih particular mak- ened and no nece^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^^ ^ considerable actress if 
ng access ble some material which in the struggle against adversity. J ^^^^ ^^^ 
Is not available in Eng ish and trans- The Ethical Fountfations of Marxism: ' ' . ' . 
lating a number of passages for the Dr, Kamenka. performance was quite a jewel; con-
first time. The ethic of the ea'riy Routledge and Kegan Paul 49 /9 sistent and superbly timed. 
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Undoubtedly Jennie Pooley domina-
ted the play and should have taken a 
solo curtain call. She is an accomp-
lished actress and suggested middle-
age most convincingly. This ageing 
fell away in Act 3, largely because 
her dress was too close-fitting and 
chic. iMiss Pooley has a splendid stage 
presence and a good delivery and 
maturity of emotion. Next time I'm 
at the Avalon,. I expect to find her 
name carved over the doorway—she 
will surely be cast in every future' 
play there for a long time. 
Hilary Skoien was also well cast and 
did a fine job as Josic. Within the 
limits of the part she displayed ob-
\ious talent. Her assurance and movc-
incnt on stage were valuable assets, 
'i'hc letter-reading episode left a good 
deal to be desired, but then this isn't, 
an easy thing to do convincingly. 
Erica Andersen managed her difficult 
.scenes ver>' capably. Ruth is a de-
manding role and she handled it well. 
She was at her best in the highly 
emotional passages. The main fault 
was with her appearance, Tlicrc is 
more to looking middle-aged than 
powdering hair. In fact. Ruth as a 
person seems likely to have had hers 
linted to keep its colour. Poise, con-
trolled yet decisive movcmcni. a filling 
out of the figure, and a different 
colour-base for the skin arc im-
measurably more important than grey 
hair. 
The samc applied to Peter Cousins 
who maintained a consistent accent 
and repertoire of mannerisms through-
out, but who simply didn't look SO 
or anything like it: This is a pity 
because he has acting ability and is 
not afraid to use the full range of his 
voice. 
Robin Howells, Shane Portcous and 
John Lloyd all had small parts and 
were all placed in the awkward j^ osi-
tion of being cramped by the need to 
overcome the handicap of their youth-
ful appearance. All gave creditable per-
formances. Each had his flashes of 
vivacity—a gesture, a personal phrase-
ology. Tliey .shared the advantage of 
having sou\c of the best lines in the 
play. 
Congratulations to all the cast on 
their word-perfection. 'I'hc poor critic 
becomes .sick to death of people fumb-
ling for lines and becfing-out the 
wrong cues. Nothing of that sort oc-
curred. The general lack of nervous-
ness can be attributed largely to this 
competence. The movement of the 
speeches, however, left a lot to be 
desired. English Society, directors, in 
future, should put more homework 
into understanding when the plot is 
changing the Implications of the situa-
tion. Stage-grouping went by the board 
and cramped movements were not 
entirely due to the small stage. The 
actors tend j^tl to behave more like 
nine soloists just managing to keep 
out of each other's hnir. than like .T 
team—a company. 
Production (or as in ihis afc. 
Direction) is not a craft that can be 
self-taught. Students should at least 
gain experience with the Arti^  Theatre 
or Twelfth Night Thea I re before turn-
ing their own hands to this exacting 
job. 
Record Review 
"The Barber of Seville" is a de-
light, and the extracts from "La 
Traviata" are most elegant yet deep-
ly felt. 
You can easily see that for those 
who like Overtures of Verdi and 
Rossini (and who does not?) the 
selection is a very good one, so is 
the recording: surfaces are silent 
and the sound is beautiful. As an 
example, listen to the bass response 
from the brass at the beginning of 
"The Force of Destiny". 
Clearly, this is a disc that its 
owners will ptay repeatedly^ and 
this copy will undoubtedly be much 
played on the Union's new equip-
ment. That would seem to be a 




In short this is an excellent coup-
ling, excellently played and excel-
lently recorded. But its very standard 
demands that I elaborate. 
Even those who have only a pass-
ing acquaintance with recordings will 
be aware of the extremely high 
standards of musicianship and per-
formance constantly displayed by the 
Philharmonia Orchestra. This disc 
re-emphasises this marvellous tech-
nique: the articulation of the strings 
in the fastest passages is crystal-
clear; the woodwind lose nothing by 
comparison; the brass, too, are most 
agile. 
Giulini enjoys a fine reputation on 
the Continent and in Britain, a well 
justified reputation as this recording 
reveals. He is of a generation of 
Italian musicians who grew up in a 
period of reaction against the styles 
of Verdi and Puccini, and it was 
only quite recently that he con-
ducted his first operatic perform-
ance: this disc shows how good it 
must have been. He has adopteid very 
fast tempi for "The Italian GiH in 
Algiers" and "The Silken Ladder", 
but both music and players can 
stand the pace well—there Is loss 
neither of playing standard nor of 
musical conviction, "The Force of 
Destiny" moves smoothly, feelingly 
and well, without trace of melodrama; 
Tchaikovsky Waltzes 
Epic. Stereo ELCS 9I0I 
Louis Lane conducts the Cleve-
land Pops Orchestra in this light 
concert programme. The Waltzes 
featured are Sleeping Beauty, Acf 1; 
The Waltz of the Snowflakes; The 
Waltz of the Flowers from the 
Nutcracker; Waltz from Swan Lake, 
Act 1; Waltz from the Serenade 
for Strings and Waltz from Act I I , 
Scene I of Eugene Onegin, The 
music is reasonably played and well 
recorded—the Cleveland has a new 
sound, now that the acoustics of 
Severance Hall have been re-engin-
eered. Recommended for people who 
like the romantic composer presented 
in a light mood. 
Flamenco 
Golden Groove. GG 469 
The .repeated tours of Australia 
by Spanish Dance Companies has 
demonstrated a deep liking for 
Spanish folk music. The' record 
under review is an excellent and in-
experience one to acquire either to 
add to your flamenco collection or 
as one of a kind only. It was re-
corded by Vogue of France in Spain 
with outstanding contemporary 
soloists. Since its planning in the 
Union Record Collection, the Union 
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Complete Insurance Sen/ices are now available to students following arrangements made 
between the Union and 
THE NATIONAL MUTUAL LIFE ASSOCIATION OF A/ASIA LTD. 
(A Leading Australian Life Office) 
HUGH THOMPSON, appointed Consultant to the University Union, will be available at all 
times to give Personal Advice and Service on Life Assurance, Fire, General 
and Sickness and Accident Insurance. 
Arrange an appointment, without obliaation, at the UNION OFFICE, 
or Telephone H. Thompson 24547, after hours 57 4585 




Or, by way of reply fo some 
Poetry and society have always exerted some mutual 
attraction. Though it coukl nol be maintained that all poelry 
is polilica I, it is ncyer-thc-lcss inic lli.'il circuni.spccti\dy 
poetry may be idcntilled as a ihcrinonicicr of socicly, l''or 
instance, compare Mliot's dc'cripiion of /. ,//m/ Jnifmcl^', 
written in 1917— 
"Deferential, glad to br oj -use, 
Politic, cautious aud meticulous; 
Fttll of Itigit sentence, hut a hit obtuse; 
At timrs, indeed, almost ridiculous—" 
With the dcscriplion of "olhcr-dircclcd" pcrson.-ilily as 
examined by David Riesman in his sociological siudy, Tlte 
Lonely Crowed, written in 1950— 
"iriiat is common^ to all otfier-directed people is tliat 
their contemporaries are the source of direction for the 
individual—either those known to him or those tn whom 
he is ituiirectly acquainted, through friends and through 
the mass media." 
Although the passages are difTcrcnl as may be expected 
since they are written thirty years a])ari, there is consider-
able similarity between fLliot's Prufrocic, his wodd of 
"trousers' bottoms", "marmalade and tea", and Riesnian's 
"oiher-directcJ man". Poets feel what sociologists probe for 
and rationalize. In some sense iX)ciry reflects the values and 
the "blood-heat" of a socieiy. 
Generalizing further, it is jxissiblc to atiribuie certain 
forms of poetry to certain stages in ihe development of 
particular society. In a period of consolidation, epic or heroic 
poetry^ may tend to predominate. Thu.s Mrgil deified the 
activities of Augustus by enshrining his moral precepts in 
the Georgics and the /leneid. The end of the Empire was 
marked by the biting .satire of Juvenal. 
_ The Eighteenth Century in Fjigland marked a period of 
British prosperity nnd stagnation. The dnniinanl form wa.s 
the_ Mock-heroic, a heroic adapted lo a .'^ eif-.s.'nisficd decadent 
society. The Comedy of Manners, of polite .satire, of sn])his-
ticatcd amusement, also maichcd the pulse of the times, 
It is interesting to note that Australian poetry has been 
generally free of pronounced heroic or satiric modes. How-
ever, there exists today a situation which provides a fascin-
ating parallel. Two "modes'" of poetry or "artistic vogues" 
exist. In Melbourne, a school of poets, sometimes spoken of 
as "the Intellectuals" exist who write a type of ironic, 
satiric verse. Headed by well-known critic. Viiiccnt Buckley, 
this school "worship" the work of A, D. Hope and admire 
James iMcAulay. They include Chris Wallacc-Crabbc (Mvsic 
of Dtviston) and Evan Jones, of Canberra (Inside the 
iritale). 
In writing as they do, this school resemble a group 
referred to by A. Alvarez in The New Poetry as the Move-
ment. Perhaps it is unfair to relate them directly to this 
group but rather to say that they take as their models .such 
English poets as Enright and Graves. 
What is hornc out by this mosi recent edition of Tlte 
Makar, No, U. is that there is also a group of Queensland 
poets who are writing poetry quite different from the "Mel-
bourne Intcllcctuar' school. Consider the similarities rather 
than the difTcrcnces between David Rowbotham's Ploughman 
and Poet, Val Vallis' Songs of the East Coast and Dark 
Wvtd Blouing, Tom Shapcott's Time on Fire; Judith 
Wright's Birds, and the unpublished poems of Alan Frost 
from The Makar, as well as his story, lioneyeater. 
What these poets have in common is a vital interest not 
in man's psychological dilemma as realized in a polite society 
wodd, but in man's passions and faith as he derives them 
from the elemental, from the iand. In other words these 
poetc arc partly like Hardy and Conrad, seeing man through 
the myths and force of Nature, be it Ecdon Heath, a tropic 
sea. the Dading Downs, Tambn-ine or 'the East Coast. 
Tlie diiTcrence between Queensland's poets and the two 
great Naturalistic writers of England is that the Queens-
landers seem more determined to sec a heroic conception. 
even to impose that conception. Their position is best 
summed up in Bill Randar.s words from Uonryeater— 
"Here it's the land that matters, and the hnd dictates 
tke terms." 
Could it be that our poets arc really commenting on 
Queensland, and suggesting that there exists for us a great 
development to be eulogized In heroic verse or could it be 
that Melbourne's poets paint a truer picture, of decadence 
and stagnation? 
Uoyd Lulled 
Scoop VI was unusual, amusing, with a humour in a 
large measure based on the eccentric and the macabre. What 
it lacked in spontaneity and vivacity was compensated for 
hy the wit of many of the scripts and the brilliance of Its 
individual performers. Il seemed the best was kept till last. 
As star and producer, Bob Greenwood was outstand-
ing, always convincing, with a genuine talent for the his-
trionic. If his Indian sludent was too deliberatefi his Ray 
],hid\viill, loo much of a caricature, this was forgotten by his 
Lady Cliattcrly's Lover, his insipid interviewer, and his old 
man of Brisbane, Mc seems lo have a gift for the slightly 
(ijTcnsivc supercilious t\-pc (his "Monty" ^^ 'as a gem) or die 
.slightly pathetic proletarian, the life-driver, the deaf old man 
or the sileci-sweeper. 
Balancing Greenwood wllh a perfect sense of timing 
wns the fine cfTori of Shane Porteous. His genius for facial 
expression wns admirably revealed as Malvolio and in the 
Ik'rlin sketch. His Judge, his pontifF, and his A.B.C, com-
mentator were quieter roles and were not so convincing as 
his mosl diamnlic moments. He gave a beautifully-controlled 
intcrpcrtation of ihc mad Russion Professor in a part too 
lii?:arre to be instantly appealing. 
Peter Helmnn's inebriated barrister was a definite high-
lii-'lit of the show and never sank lo exaggerated melodrama, 
liis "rculctant Romeo" failed to convince as a more obvious 
"pretty-boy hero" might have done when balance against 
Juliana McCormack's excellently skittish Juliet, Helman's 
vitality, however, ocmpensalcd for the possible weakness of 
the conception, flis "Vlke" in the Stnall Jf^orld sketch was 
more in keeping with what seems to be his talent for re-
creating .Americans, Of the cast, he alone might have been 
substituted for Bob Greenwood in the highly enjoyable 
Pinprick sketch. 
Bob Hart's delightful personality was seen to the fore 
throughout his performance. His Ed Morrow was a good 
portrayal and his drumming a joy. It would be impossible 
to forget such moments as his "You haven't read the play, 
eiihcr." He provided an excellent foil to the exaggerated 
manner of Richard Zocllcr while contributing two biting 
fillers, the violini.st and the patriotic citizen. 
Richard Zoellcr j.'avc a good interpretation of Sir Robert, 
but in general icnded to over-act in his parts, permissibly 
as the bu.s-passcnger in the opening, but a little to grandilo-
quently as Citizen II. The team of Hart and Zoeller as 
Citizens I and II were perhaps somewhat inhibited by a 
script which required them to be too much of a functional 
element. In fact they could "have played another play". 
Perhaps Greenwood and Hart would have been a better 
combination. They certainly combined well in one of the 
best sketches of the whole review—Berlin. 
Basil Martin was suitably modest as the Air Force man 
in the Service Christmas Carol and gave in general a quiet 
but polished performance as Fondleyou and the Federal from 
the Jf^arana Passion Play. 
Hamish Turnbull and Jack Fogarty gave mixed per-
formances. Fogarty's cadaverous face was very suitable for 
the middle-class fishcmfan in Beyond the Golden Fringe and 
for the T.V. filler, but it seemed unsuitable as the Advertiser 
in the second part of To IIell With Advertising. His Mr, 
BuUsHngcr was adequately brash and harsh in the first part 
of the samc script, but it seems Jack's best talent is for the 
typical, bourgeois character'character, Hamish failed to man-
age his Lrish accent as Copulet hut his bulk was impressive 
as the Russian General from Small ff^orld, his singing was 
outstanding, and his Dean Baddeley a gem. 
The female chorus lacked sparkle, while the male chorus 
was undistinguished. Their best number was the "Now we 
arc dead" song from Romeo and Juliet. 
Jennie Poolcy.'s Student from Academia and Interpretor 
seemed unnatural in two scripts which were primarily stun-
ning rather than amusing. 
Margaret Penny was probably the best of the gids with 
an especially strong perforrnance as the Surfers' tart. 
Of the scripts, Decline and Fall of the Grand Old Game, 
The Olde Brisbane Ballad, Stnall World, and Beyond the 
Golden Fringe were outstanding. Most such as The Warana 
Passion Play, Lady Chatterley's Lover, and Inside Australia, 
seemed to finish unresolved. The opening Monologue was 
excellent and the musical variation, Pinprick, quite enjoy-
able. Most people would agree that To Hell With Adver-
tising was die most sensational script of the show. Although 
it I earned many laughs, it seemed striking rather than 
sophisticated, and somewhat lacking in compassion. 
Were it necessary to single out the best sketch, lionours 
would go'to Beyond the Golden Fringe, and for the best 
lyric, to the Ballad of Old Brisbane. 
All in all, Scoop provided much to laugh at, much to 
enjoy, and much to remember. Certainly, it was one of the 
best University reviews ever! 
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^Galmahra is the U?iive7^sity Magazme, 
It is for all students. Copy is requested on miy 
subject—the artSy religion^ 
politics, philisosophy, academic topics etc. Short stories a7id poetry 
are also -wanted.^ 
J, CARMODY, B , B.-VKER, Editors 
Copy Closes last Day of Term 
T H E MAGAZINE OF THE 
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY 
It is hoped io award prizes for the best suhmissions 
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AUSTRALIAN BALLET 
CONCESSIONS 
Concessions are extended — to 
half price for alt shows and tickets 
may now be collected an hour 
earlier—from 12 for matinees and 
from 6 p,m, for evening shows. 
Normal prices 3 1 / - , 2 1 / - , 10/6. 
To students—all half- prices. 
STUDENT LITERARY 
CONTEST 
A contest to encourage literary 
creation among students is being 
conducted on a world wide basis by 
the International Bureau for Cultur-
al Activities, a cultural agency of 
the Internafional Student Confer-
ence, of which Australia is a mem-
ber. 
The contest closes on September 
30, 1963, All university students 
are eligible to submit entries in the 
two categories—poetry anci short 
stories, in either French, English, or 
Spanish. A Maximum of five 
poems and three short stories which 
must not exceed 1,500 words each 
may be entered by each contestant. 
Entry forms may be obtained from 
N.U.A.U.S. Secretariat, 52 Story St., 
Parkville, N.Z, Victoria. 
FARMER'S POETRY PRJZE 
Sponsored by Farmer and Comp-
any, poetry prizes totalling 200 
guineas are being awarded in con-
nection with the North Sdie Arts 
Festival in August, 1963. 
Closing date is 20th July, 1963. 
Entry forms—and replies to any 
queries—should first be obtained by 
writing (enclosing stamped, self-
addressed envelope) to: Dr. Grace 
Perry, 350 LyonsRoad, Five Dock, 
N.S.W. 
POETRY MAGAZINE AWARD 
A prize of £50 wilLbe awarded 
by the Poetry Society of Austi^alia 
for an original unpublished poem 
of any length on any subject. Clos-
ing date for entries: 13th Septem-
ber, 1963. 
Entries and inquiries (including 
stamped, self-addressed envelope) to: 
Box n o , George St,, North P.O., 
Sydney, N.S.W. 
INTERESTING 
Was it you Keats had in mind 
when he wrote that a thing of 
beauty is a joy forever? If not, 
enter for Miss University 1963. 
Proceeds to W,U,S. 
COMPETITION 
The usual prizes are offered for 
a transcript of a conversation be-
tween two unlikely people, the Pope 
and Mr, K,, Vassal and Lord Snow-
den, Jackie and Liz, Bertrand Rus-
sell and Christ, C.C.B, and anybody, 
etc. 
Entries close 31st June, 1963. 
Results of No. 1137: Set by Ed 
Murrow • 
Readers were asked to supply 'Say-
ings of the Week' for famous people. 
Not much came in the way of 
prophesy although Richard Burton 
was quoted as saying 'Get thee to a 
nunnery'. Most entries confined them-
selves to past and present events. 
Two competitors forecast the South 
African prime minister's, " I 'm dream-
ing of a white Christmas", claiming 
these to be his very woerds. 
The usual prizes are given for the 
following entries. 
Archbishop of Canterbury: "These 
discussions may take time, but then 
Rome was not built in a day". 
• Bishop of Vi'oolwich 
H. McQueen: "I cT>nsrder myseU 
quite an ordinary person. 
Prof. Teakle 
Prof. Teakle: "Next time I'll cane 
him".-
H. McQueen 
Calwell: "He is the worst prime 
Minister we have". 
R. J. Howells 
Menzies: "He is the best Opposi-
tion Leader we have." 
J, A. C. Moore 
Kennedy: "My family and I are 
very pleased to be here". 
E, Windsor 
Editor of Truth; "Always believe 
the papers. Only the unreadable oc-
curs". 
0. Wilde 
Jon Douglas: "Whacko!" 
C, C. Bird 
CONSTITUTION CHANGE 
Section 7. 2 to become: 
"Notice of Council Meetings shall 
be forwarded to each member at 
least seven clear days before the 
—A, J, Utting 
Hon. Secretary 
REQUEST 
The Union Manager has requested 
Students not to leave papers, etc. on 
the area between the Refectory and 
the Common Rooms. 
NOTICE 
The Union Manager advises that 
the drink dispensers at present at the 
back of the Refectory will be re-
placed with ones that work. 
STAFF 
Editors: Peter Muhlberg, John A. 
Charles Moore. 
Term Review Editor; H. McQueen. 
Business Manager: R, MacLeod. • 
c FILMS 
Please Turn Over 
A Taste of Honey 
Avalon Theatre, Friday llth May, 1.15p.m. 
Authorised and Edited by P. Muhlberg and J, A. C. Moore and Edited by H. McQueen. 
Printed by Watson, Ferguson & Co. 
